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62 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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High School SeniorDies In SUV Crash
SEE STORY ON PAGE 2

Near Drowning
Yictims·OK
SEE PAGE 2

Negro Leaguers
·Wish BondS Well
SEE PAGE 11

Perry Harvey Paltl
CommiHea Outraged
SEE PAGE 3

COM.MU ~ITY · BAR BECUE
The residents at Centro Place Apartments Complex
were treated to an outdoor barbecue
on July 27th.
.
.
Residents of the complex were invited to dress in
their Hawaiian attire, put on their colorful h~i and
.

.

-Trio Jailed

§ .·.·After

Spree

SEE PAGE 19

enjoy the food, games and festivities . .Teresa M.
..
. Fonte, right, Property Manager, made sure residents
like ·Betty Munford enjoyed all the activities:
(Photograph by Jerry Brunson).
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2 Youngsters 'Doing
Good' After Near
Drovvnings Sunday
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Two young boys, ages 4 and munity pool at the French
6, were 'doing good' Monday Quarters Apartment Complex,
after being released from local 6423 N. Armenia Ave., of a
hospitals. The in"cidents 'possible near drowning.
occurred within about 20 min- Jauwane Dion Jules, 6, was
utes of each other on opposite transported to St. Joseph's
sides of town.
Hospital where he was released
Tampa Fire Rescue first ingoodcondition.
responded to Temple Terrace
Ms. Keisha Christopher,
Patio Homes around 2:55 on mother of Jauwane, said she
Sunday afternoon to a possible was about 5 minutes from her
near drow.ning. Upon their place of employment when she
arrival, 4-year-old Jamaal R. received the call of the possible
J erikiils was laying on the· near drowning. · Her· son' had ·
ground. He had been pulled . been left in the care of a family
from the pool by his mother, friend, Cynthia Velasquez,
Shontika McKinney, and while she went to work: ·
another person: at the pool.
Apparently, Jauwane went
Jamaal's grandmother; Ms. into the water while another
Barbara Lee, said Ms. family friend, Pedro Serret
McKinney administered CPR. was putting air into an inflatHe started to coughing·and able floatation device.
crying. He was transported to Velasquez saw Serret jump
University
Community into the water to pull
Hospital and was expected to Jauwane out. He was not in
the water any longer than a
be released Monday evening.
Ms. McKinney had taken minute. Serret administered
Jamaal to the apartment com- CPR and started Jauwane to
plex pool. As she hosed down breathing again.
and turned her back to further
Ms. Christopher, contacthose down, Jamaal apparent- ed at home on Monday, said
ly. entered the pool. Ms. Jauwane was back to himself. .
McKinney said it was less . Both parents had heard of_the
than 2 minutes.
other case of near-drowning
At about 3:15 p. m., Fire and was concerned about each
Rescue responded to the com- child.

Teenager Dies From Injuries
. Sustained In Accident
Kenyatta Bush loved visiting her grandparents in
Bristol, Florida. Her grandparents,
James
and
Margaret Ann · Bush
owned a motorcycle racing
team, and she enjoyed going
to the races.
.
. On July 21, 2007,
Kenyatta was visiting her
grandparents again when the
17_year-old w~s i~jured in an
accident.
·
According to a report from
the Florida Highway Patrol,
Kenyatta was driving on
County Road 270 when she
lost control of a 2001
Mitsubishi SUV in a curve,
causing the vehicle to leave
the roadway and enter the
grass shoulder.
State Troopers reported
Kenyatta over-steered the
vehicle, causing it to enter
the roadway at a sharp angle,
crossing over the centerline.
She over-steered a second
time, cau~ing the vehicle to
re-enter the west grass
· shoulder.
Troopers said Kenyatta
over steered again, this time
causing the vehicle to rotate

hospital in Jacksonville with
severe internal injuries and
several broken bones. She
passed away August 4th.
Kenyatta would have been
a senior at Chamberlain
High School this year. Her
sister, Symone, was looking · ·
forward to attending school
with her this school term. ,,
Family members said sh~
talked · of attending th.~
University of Miami after
graduating and studying to
become a pharmacist.
Kenyatta's parents,
. James Bush and Vickie
Dawson, as well as her
maternal
grandmother,
KENYAITA BUSH
Rosetta Dawson a·nd her 4
and slide sideways. The vehi- siblings, will be traveling to
cle overturned 3 times, eject- Blountstown, Florida where
funeral services will be held
ing Kenyatta 96 feet away.
Kenyatta was airlifted t_o a this Sunday at 2 p.m.
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Fathers Asked To Take Their
Kids To School On Firs~ Day

:::i

m

• BY LEON B. CREWS
·Sentinel Staff Writer

kids'to school on the first day.
'"The goal is to get fathers more
a.
involved in the education of their
z More than 200 cities are expect- children, and help restore the ·
ed to participate in.the largest, family unit as it -should be.
Women who are single parents
...J organized back-to-school effort in
...J the history of this country.
can also be a part of this project."
;::)
The Chicago-based Black Star
Locally, Mt. Pleasant Charter
m Project will be hosting the School
and A.B.L.E. (the
..:.. "Million Fathers March" this year Association
· Of Black Law .
w for
"Excellence In Education For Enforcement Officers) will work
z
American Schools."
With Denson in bringing this inizt= Local Black Star representative, tiative to Tampa.
w
Denson has been involved with
-en David Denson, is organizing the
DAVID DENSON
effort
in
the
Tampa
Bay
a.-ea,
and
Black
Star for a year.
<C
sald
they
are
asking
fathers,
,
"I
started
searching
for
more
c
immediately decided this was
a: grandfathers, uncles, and any ways to help mentor kids, and what I was looking for."
0 other m~le providers to take their found ' their website. I read it and
Denson said a Tampa chapter
...J
of Black Star hasn't been estabu..
l-::i
;:::-=·=·=-p----------.
--.-.,..<
lished
yet,
but that· will change in
: siiiiii~.==-o::;,;;jij
aying Other People's M~~~~-~es
the
near
future.
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·we are asking elected officials
to join us on this project. This is
very important, and a great
opportunity for them 'to show
support for such an important initiative."
According to a report from
Black Star, research has indieated
children whose fathers take an
active role in their educational
lives ~rn better
. grades,
h 1get better
test scores, enJOY sc oo more and
are more likely to graduate and
attend college.
Phillip .Jackson, Executive
Director of Black Star, said better
parents p1'041uce-better·communities, better schools, and better
students with higher academic
achievements,
·
Please visit the Black Star website at www.blaclcstaa:proiect.or&.
or contact David Denson at
(813) 412-9408 for more information.
,
.
Denson is also Executive Vice
President of the Suncoast African
American Chamber of Commerce.

221·1800

1467 Tampa Park Plaza ·
@ Ne.b raska Ave. & ScoH St.
111eHiring 01 ALawver IsAn lmvorrnnrDecisionThai Should Nor Be BasedSolely Upon Adverusamenrs. Before
You Decide AskTheLawver To SeM YouFreeInformation AbOUI Their OualllltallonsAnd (lperlenco
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Perry Harvey Park Meeting Gets
Heated When Cost Discussed
BY AMELIA 'KIKI'
HOWARD
Sentinel Freelance Writer

.loili

AGAPE 1MINISTRIES CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
For 1\

EVANGELIST ROSEMARY GADSDEN

&
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DR. KARMEN GADSDEN

Members of the Perry
Harvey
Park Advisory
Committee left the meeting
outraged Wednesday night
after rough financial estimates.
revealed that the cost of the
project was $500,000 over
budget, yet the plans were 01~
the table to spend $400,000
on a skating bowl.
The committee consisting
of: Fred Hearns, former city
official ; James Tokley,
Bernadine White King,
daughter of Moses White;
Sonja Harvey McCoy,
granddaughter of Perry
Harvey, Sr.; Dorothy
Han'ey Keel , daughter of
Perrv Harvey, Sr.; 'Villie
Robin s on , owner of ihe
.Jackson House; have heen
meeting for abo ut a year
charged with the responsibility to ensure that the rich heritage and history surrounding
Central Ave. is "preser\'ed and
represented" in the park
named in honor of the late ·
Perrv HaJ'\'eY, Sr.
At Wed1~esday's meeting,
committee members were presented a two dimensional layout of the co mpl etely
redesigned park. From the ·
outset, the Board's vision was
d ear..... don't allow the histOJ)'
of.this area to be forgotten .
However, when the proposed
financial breakdown of the
project was presented to the
group, man~· on the board f~lt
th e ir ~· car - long task was 111
vain.
From the outset; the Board
was split on r e-inclu ding a
skating bowl into th e plan.
Most felt the Central Avenue
business and entertainment
core tliat flourished in the late
18oos to the 1960s, was too·
valuable and sacred to include
the 'Bro Bowl' into the new
p;1rk. Central 1\venue was the
s1omping groun d for names
l ike Ray Charles, Ella
Fitzgerald, Cab Calloway,
s ·am
Cooke,
James
firown, and a host of other
musicians, sports figmes and
artists of color who could not
eat ot· s leep in hotels 'for
whites only'.· And, the Central
Avenu e business di s trict
paved the way for over 100
.Black entrepreneurs.
Many of the committee
members have a vested interest in the restoration, because
it was their fathers and mothers who paved the way for
inany .in this community during the tough times of segre. ga.tion and discrimination.
They.WERE the young people
of th e 1950s .and 1960s and
can recall the many stars who
walked the s treets of Central

of
1!roll n Memorial Chun.:h of God in
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Come Receive Rejuvenate & Rejoice
Elder A. L.
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FRED HEARNS
...Chairman of the
Perry Harvey P:-rk
Advisory Committee
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WILLIE ROBINSON

Demolition of Central Park
Village will make way for the
new Bank of America develop1\vc. However, none ever ment project. He also said
recall riding their skateboards nearly 1,ooo e-mails were sent
throu gh Ce ntral Ave. Board from the skateboarding commembers openly voiced thei1· munity to ens ur e th at th e .
objections and felt hood- skate bowl would be prewinked and lied to about the served.
s4 6s,ooo price tag being earRepresentatives from the
ma;·kcd for a skate bowl.
TBE, Bank of America and the
According to James Housing Authority tried to
Tokley, "the largest cost item extinguish the fire, explaining
on the report was for the skat- that this was the first time
ing bowl. The AdvisOJ)' Board th ey had seen the figures as
was not provided with the well, and urged the committee
financial breakdown in to remember that this was just
ad vance of the meeting and an estimate.
felt that so m e discussions
Some advisory members
beyond our committee took we r e so shake n with anger
place."
that they made it clear that
Board
memb e r they felt there were stakeholdBernadine White and mem- ers with money a nd power
bers of the Harvey family that had their own agenda.
challenged the developers,
Committee members felt
which includes Bank of they had already made enough
America, the City of Tampa,
compromises and sacrifices,
Tampa Hous ing Authority,
and made it cle ar that they
and Tampa Bay Engin eering would not compromise anyGroup about the bowl's price more.
tag, and why they were being
In the end the group decidhassled about the cost of an
ed to vote the idea of a skate
actual bust of Central Avenue
bowl completely out of their
icons ($so,ooo) as opposed to
budge t, but not out of the
a photog raph of the leade rs park.
($s,ooo). Afte r that heate d
The issue was not comdebate, several board mempletely settled and will continbers threatened to resign and
ue in the meeting on August
wanted their names taken off 2oth.
of anything to do with the renovated park. ~
Brad Suder, the City of
Tampa's Project Manager,
tried to calm the situation by
explaining that deception was
never the intention. However,
he explained that the City had
a commitment that the park
needed to be a good partner to
the
hou s ing
facility.
JAMESTOKLEY
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• Were You Hurt!
• Need A Good Dodor And
Someone Who Will Properly
Document Your Case!

• Need Your Car Fixed!
• Need A Ride To The Doctor!
Friendly and Courteous
Staff Members

If You Answered YES To Any Of These
Questions, Then You Need To Call Me Now
.. Having Been In Several Accidents
Myself, I Know Just What To Do · ..
To Get The Best Results For Vou"ll
Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else, Cell He. Hy Services Are FREE
And Can Help Keep You _From Making A Costly Hlstekel

Must be 21 yeers of eae. heve e credit cerd &
e velld driver's license, while we do your work.
Minimum $1,500.00 Estimate. Provided By:
CORE~S

CLASSIC PAINT G. BODY
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salute the members of Alpha Kappa Alpha

~'motor•ortrv., Inc. in their celebration of 100 years of

ervice to communities throughout America,
Africa, the Caribbean, Canada, Germany, Korea and
Japan. The 185 member local chapter, Gamma Theta
Omega recently hosted an elegant reception for its
~ Centennial Traveling AKA Exhibit, last Saturday, to an
O audience of more than 300. The response, like the
a;: exhibit, was outstanding. To be reopened for public
LL review, on August 12th, the AKA historical exhibit touts
C · a century of service and documents of the organization,
~ as well as its $40 million donations to Black and ~omen
causes.
~ The first Black sorority was established on the Howard
c University campus in January 1908, AKA became a
en
w household word for millions of men and women, who
:l
1- have come to recognize it by its legendary salmon-pink
and ivy-green colors. The sorority's exhibit highlights
w the organization's legacy and commitment to education> al excellence, human rights, .economic pow~r and coll,w
c bating disease.
w Visitors to the AKA Exhibit will discover that this illus:r::
en trious organization has quietly helped shape the
:::i progress of Black America through voter registration
m and "get out the vote" drives, by establishing scholar:l ships and reading, mathematics and science academies.
a.
z The sorority has also funded health programs, job proi= grams and Habitat for Humanity homes for Hurricane
w
..J Katrina victims in Louisiana and Mississippi.
..J
Therefore, it gives us great pride to congratulate Alpha
:l
Kappa
-A lpha SororitY, Inc. on its upcoming tooth birthmI
..J day and on its impressive, world-class traveling exhibit,
w which can be seen at the John Germany Branch of the
z Tampa-Hillsborough
Public Library in downtown ·
~ Tampa.
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Be1Nare The Ides
Of-Octoberl

:s we recall the Civil
. 'Rights Movement in
·. : membrance of the
killing of 19-year-old Martin
Chambers by a Tampa
policeman 40·years ago, few
Civil Rights Cold Cases are, or
were rooted in violence surrounding the Freedom Riders.
The Freedom Riders were
collections of Black and white
demonstrators who agreed to
travel in groups of about 15 to
test federal laws prohibiting
forced segregation of Black
and white passengers traveling South.
It was in 1961 that the first
incident of violence ·occurred.
One historian wrote: "The ride
was calm during the first leg of
the journey to Montgomery,
Alabama. Alabama State

patrol cars were seen at intervals. But when the bus pulled
into the Montgomery terminal, the bus was quickly surrounded by an angry mob of
about 1,000 white people ..No
police were present," read this
report! John Doar, a justice
department lawyer on the
scene, placed a call to the
attorney general's office as the
bus rolled into the station.
"Now the passengers are coming off," Doar reported.
"They're standing 'on a corner
of the platform. Oh, there are
fists, punching. A bunch of
men led by a guy with a bleeding face are beating them,"
Doar continued. "There are
no cops. It's terrible. It's terrible. There's not a cop in sight.
People are yelling, 'get 'em, get
'em. It's awful."
·
President John Kennedy

and his brother, Attorney
General Rob e r t Kennedy
finally were able to gain control of the violence and bring
success to the Freedom
Riders' ventures.
CiviLRights have quite
record of generating political
interest. John Ke nnedy won
the election by the smallest
margin of (1960) votes in any
presidential election up to that
time. His ability to carry seven
of the eleven states of the Old
Confederacy and 70% of the
Black vote were major factors
in his political success at that
time.
Even now, politicians have
not always shown the comage
to respect the basic rights of
Black people. Unfortunately,
Civil Right is still a problem
for too many people.

a

Hood Time
By LEON CREWS

IThe'N' Word And '8 ' Word Are Old SchoolI
e ha\'e e \'oh·e d as
..·.·
Afr~can Americans .
·••·..·· ·· . ·· We ve even b e en
identified with our own Ianguage, ebonies . We 've been
called
Black,
African
American, Negroes, and other
names to describe our race.
Our communities have been
identified as the ghetto,
inner-city, and urban area.
As time prevails and we
begin to love each other
again, it's time we take a step
back a11d identify terminology
that not only degrades
women, but Black people in
general.
Prevalent in today's music
describing the Black community is use of the 'N' and 'B'
words. They not only are
degrading , but we should·
think m ore of each t han t o .
show that kind of disrespect.
To all aspiring artists,
understand that if you are
serious about wanting to be

W

s uccessfu l in th e industry, true, then the language of the
Yery few s tudios will a llow streets peeds to be clean ed
you to use the ~N· or 'B' words up, and that's where the eduin your lyrics. It 's j'us t not cation must begin.
something that's accepted
We must stop greeting each
these days, and it's time we 'other and describing o ur
stopped describing our own wom e n in te rms that just
people in such a negative way. are n ' t tru e and tha t would
Many young aspiring hip- anger us if used by someone
hop artists bring their street of a different race.
persona into recordin g stuIf you don't want to hear a
dios, a~1d the music they want white person call you the 'N'
to record all contains scrip- word, then don't call your
tive terms about Black people partners that or your eneand Black women.
mies: If you don't want youi·
·_ How will we ever overcome woman called the 'B' word,
being pushed back and hav- then don't talk about Black
ing doors slammed in our women that way. ·
faces if we continue to disre- · We must rise above degradspect each other? I'm sure ing each other and try to do
there are other ways we can whatever it takes l:o sho~
express ourselves in music each othed\ lot ri1ore love.
without,using the 'N' or 'B' 'One way to start th~t is · to
words.
.,
first stop calling each qther
Some artists may tell you · 'N'. and s~op disres):>ecting our.
that's the language of the · women by calling theri"'·'B's' .
streets, and that's why they · or wh ....s._l know we're a.. lot
put it in their music. If that's . · sm~rter thin that.
·

we think about the month of October 2007,
reflect on the famous lines of warning to
Caesar by a soothsayer - "Beware the IdS
of March!" For many home and property owners and
every responsible car owner will begin a cruise on a long
gullt trip and highway nightmare come October first.
In case you didn't understand the significan~ of the
statement, "Beware the Ides of March," it was uttered to
at the same place. Mt-.anwhile, in October, every responsibl~ car owners will ~ealize
Julius Caesar as a warmng that on the fifth of March, ·he
thousands, if not millions of other Florida car owners will be driVing around without
.was to.be assassinated. It was a warning he did not heed.
car insurance, thanks to the 2007 Florida Legislature. That's right. Beginning October
Quite similarly and soberly; the· date of October 1st holds
1st, Florida motorists will no longer be required to c.arry car insurance. SUR-PRISE,
another, though less than murderous omen for the
SUR-PRISE, SUR-PRISE! For, the Florida No-Fault law, which requires all drivers to
majority of home owners and property owners who own
carry at least a minimum· personal injury and property damage insurance will be
property valued at less than $3oo,ooo~ For, on October
scheduled for termination.
·· ·
1st , they will discover to their horror, that they have lost
And guess who gets to pay for the car repairs, property damage, hospital stays, meditimely access to many vital services and hundreds of
cine, physical therapy and other costs for damages and injuries by uninsured nincomtheir fellow. taxpayers will be put out of jobs, .for less · poops behind the wheel? WE DO! YOU AND US! Citizens who'can afford car and..
lh:an a $150 savings _in their property taxes each year.
·health insurance will be saddled with these new burdens!
One homeowner remarked that she spent nearly 10
Therefore we urge the Florida Legislature to wake up during their up-coming special
minutes wa~ting for someone to answ'er the telephone of
session, and fix the mess they have made with the excessive property tax rollback and
~tlocalsolid waste pffice, last month. Come October 1st,
by allowing the Florida No-Fault insurance to terminate. For, the .quality of life they
she will be lucky ifit takes 20 _minutes to get an answer
save may 'indeed, ~their own. Pass it on.
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By RANDOLPH KINSEY
\

When A Tree Falls
In The Forest!

-t

Something To Believe In

recently had a conver• • o, what happens when does, then what? What will
sation with a fellow
•· _··• · / ·•· .•a tree falls in the forest happen? Will there be tickerwho insisted that he is
• •·-· · · ··· ·•· •and nobody hears it? tape parades? Will there be
not
an
atheist, but declares he
Do.es it fall? Ask Barry commercials? Will Bonds end
does
not
believe in any kind
Bonds. See what he says.
up on the David Letterman
of
religion.
He could not
Barry Bonds, baseball's Show, like one of the
'oh-no-kid," slammed his . Williams sisters did when - understand or did not want to
,, 755t.~ bomerun, the o-ther day. dShe took the· Wimbledon . · understand that ifyou.did:not
It And~ th~,r•esponsewas•interest- .. Grand Slam' tennis champi- · believe in any religion, you
o. ing.i ·Quoting ·reJ!li<;>rters who · ronship? What- will · seasoned
don't believe in God or a
1r were there, "With·no ttace of a sportswriters' make of Bonds'
Supreme Being.
smile, Barry Bonds swung, brash 'atte.mpt to become
Living in today's world is
took a half-dozen steps and immortal and legendary?
tougher than ever. The stress
I'm reminded of a fight
clapped." And that was how he
and strain of trying to deal
celebrated the fact that he had announcer's response to boxer
with the problems of every
just equaled the homerun Vernon Forrest, when he
day living, one needs somerecordofHankAaron.
bragged about his having
thing to believe in. It is a fact
Baseball Commissioner Bud defeated Sugar Shane
that sometimes the world, or
Selig, so we're told, was no Mosley. Said the fight
just living, becomes too much
more animated than Bonds. announcer, "You may have
for us. It is during these times
According to reporters, "When BEATEN Sugar Shane
we need extra strength, wisBonds crossed home plate; Mosley, but you will never
dom and endurance.
Bu d stood and put his hands BE Sugar Shane Mosley."
It is during dark moments
in his pockets." There came a End of sentence! Point wellmixed reaction from the made! So, what's going to hapcrowd who no doubt, came to pen to "Sugar-Man" Barry
see Bonds achieve what they · Bonds? Will sportscasters
wanted him to ·achieve so they and consensus-makers of
could despise him for having America allow him to wear his
achieved it. No doubt, there crown as the new honierun
was a negative eJectricity that king of the world ... or will they
lit many fans, in a dark light, give him a crown that's got
as they vomited with glee.
spit on it? Either that or will
Why did they hate Bang-i n' they say nothing at all, and act
Barry Bonds? Was it truly as if Barry Bonds never
his rumored romance with learned to lift a bat, let alone
steroids and his legendary hick , swing it for a homerun? Why
of personal eharm, sometimes. not? It has happened before. It
· ·· ·--··-· · have my own favqrite
Hank Aaron wasn't that happened with so-called
shows.
For instance, I feel a
adorabiG, either. As a matter "Negro Baseball" slugger,
total obligation and moral,
of fact, \vhen Aaron threat- Josh Gibson . Babe Ruth
yes, moral duty to be in front
encd to edipse Baby Ruth's hit 715 homeruns. Gibson hit
of my television for the
homerun record, Aaron's . at least 1,000 homeruns. Was
Monday night Black Line-up.
mailboxwasoverrunwithhate anyone aware of it?
Know what I mean? Come on
mail and death t~ueats. Reportedly, not a one.
now,
you know it's true. After
Certainly, one gets the feeling Meanwhile, htrre lately, a
all, what else is there? Reality
that fan's so-called mixed young man by the name of
television? Another Trump-ed
emotions about Barry Bonds Alex Rodriguez - "A-Rod"
up game show? People going
is really nothing personal. It's they call him -just hit his
on television proclaiming that
simply how predominantly sooth homerun, and was
white An1erica responds when mobbed by well-wishers ... · they can sing and/or dance
Its fantasies are shaken, or team members and fans alike.
w11en some b ody, spec1'fiJca 11 y,
one of their parents should've
when its idols don't follow the People say A-Rod has a bright
<script. ·And indeed, Barry .future ... the same people who
told them the truth? _Oh, and
Bonds has - been a Black refuse to say anything "good"
just for the record, I just want
.
about Barry Bonds.
, ' Sylvester Stallone.
to scream every time another
preview pops up on my televiBut let by-gones go! Barry . So, when a tree falls in the
-. Bonds has done it... has forest, and nobody hears it
sian and has a cast and/or plot
that doesn't deal with the real
'equaled the vaunted Babe fall, does it indeed fall? Better
issues of African Americans.
Ruth, and will no doubt, in still, if a tree falls in a forest,
Wh
co'ming we~ks, grind Ruth's but it is Black, and people hear
y d~ okur lives always have
historical hegemony into the it and see it, does it fall? You
to be aJO e?
sawdust sand. But when he tell ·me.
"AntDine, who .is African.
_
.•

~"""
1\)
0
0

in our lives when we need acorn grow into a mighty oak.
someone that is super human · Then ask yourself, does this """
to take our problems to and just happen or does some
to rely on to help us come up super being make it happen?
with workable solutions.
Those things alone ought to
During those times when it be able to make every living
looks hopeless, we need .soul believe in something cir
someone or something to somebody.
. believe in to give us hope in .
Sometimes we have prospite of the situation.
blems and ~thoughts that ,.,,e
All we have to do is to look don't 'fanqodiscuss "':ith.any
at the ()rder that exists in the human being. So, we· talk to
u_niverse to know that a super ourse 1ves. But are we really
· power is somewhere. Watch talking to ourselves? Or, are
the fertile egg develop into a
baby and grow into an adult we in reality talking to what
being. Watch the weather we hope is that supreme
year after year go though its power?
seasons. Watch all the heavIt i!! amazing how much
enly bodies move continuous- peace and calm can come to a
ly through the sky with each person by just having some- . ,..
body occupying its own path thing or· someone to believe
of travel. Watch the tiny in.
::D
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his large, predominantly black
and low-income high scho_ol
just outside Washington. He
had to come to Howard for an

won't stand a chance if they
don't realize their potential.
On every political, social and
economic front, young African
American men and women
intense four-day workshop in ·'meet obstacle after hindrance;
the complex process he will barrier after hurdle and probhave to master if he is to fulfill lem after setback. It's the sethis aspirations of upward backs that thwart the evolumobility: applying to college." tion and growth of our young
It has long been a notion with Black Americans.
.
me that there are "one too
"'I do not want to become
tnany" Bla,ck American st'g- - another. African 'Ameri;
stereot\.•pe,'
dents wit~ higher aspirations can/Black
Antoine wrote as he began
than receiving their high his second 10-minute free
1
sc h oo 1 d'Ip 1omas. On every· write. 'Most of us men are
front today, there's always labeled as thugs~ becau_ se of
something to keep our chil- our long ha,ir. dre.ads, dark
dren discouraged, distracted clothing and .the musi<: we lis·•
and out of touch with those ten to .. If \ve are drhii'lg a luxthings that will propel them . ur.ious car.. most people
h' h th th ·
.
.· , assume that.~ve either bought
rg. er( ) an eu ·own Imagi- it with Ule&Jtl money or '~e
nations .
_
. stole it..J "'' ._ · .
. ··' No more than 30 years ·
· H~w..'.d;J'~'s · e\'ei·y o-tl~er
ago. we ha~ teachers w,ho Ameri-can
see Afl·fo~1n
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"The Voice of Our Community SPeakingfior
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Witho~1t thi_s kmd of guidance,

I . nw

·. our

~hildr«;u nre r~ceinng

g~n~ra~IOn, the proud and fron~ p~_?.- ~or(starters1'\\'e can

bold babies of Th.e Baby

begm,.tn our homes • . No,
Ameri'c;til .t.e le\'ision 'is np!
~~
.Mailing Address:
1· , story.to, tell ~.hat we tell t~~ay. use I; p·~en.~ly for Afr~c,,H~~
V"
. _,.,,_,uc·"·• .,..ur:,...::-n ,.e~w.\·,:u' '-'"
:
Fo~· we se~ the hnndwntmg . Amen~n\l households·, but n~I813· 248-1921
City:
State:·_ _ Zip:
I
OJdbe ~all."·. We kno'Wt}lnt if ther .,vas the institu.ti,on.
I
we don t g_et It ~·ight and stand sh\\'ery. ~et's talk to om r.:.hilMail Or Bring Payment To:·
up foy ~tv·· childi·en jt1st as :dren nbo··\lt. our hi~tor~\ and
2207 E. 2lst;\ve., Tampa, FL 33605 r
Check One
I those. li~·ihcipals, teachers imd tlH•ir lt~tlq~~.L .Tu'rlt t#J tl)L' ~
c.as~ -.MoneY Order~ Credit Cards Only! -.--.6_ - ~onths - $44 ~....,..,._..... 1, Y_ ear. -.. $87 1 ~t~tff. who stood firm and tnll teh'';i~.i~.n.} ~,PL'a ~'.L\ BJ• C.~tJtl ~
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ALL ABOUT YOU

Happy a ·i rthday
To Rev. Beverly
And Mincy Lane

MEKA

REV. BEVERLYLANE

c~

a:

MINCY LANE, O.E.S.

Thank you for being my light in the midst of darkness. I
will always love you until God takes my breath.
Your daughter;Mincy.

Happy birthday, Mom. We
love you on your special day.
From, your grandmom,
Flossie
Pittman,
Jerwond, Jovonta and
Findi; your loving kids.

Halppy
Birthday

LL
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Happy
Anniversary

c
en
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Happy
Birthday

NYREE APPLEWHITE, a.k.a., CHYNA
Happy birthday, Baby. Love you always and forever.
Love, daddy, mommy and NaNa.
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MRS. VIRGINIA
ANDERSON
CHARLES And
PATRICIA
KINDELL, JR.
It's been 6 years s~rong
and we're still holding on.
You are a one in a million
girl that I wouldn't give up
for the world! Happy
anniversary, Baby! .
Love, always, Doc-Baby!

MS. PEPPER
Birthday wishes are going
out to Ms. Pepper, on 8-6J. 07, who will he celebrating
on 8-9-07 at the Mirage.
P. S. Everyone is invited,
so come party like a rock
star.

·~lrt:ficlay·; .
Deadlines:

:'.1:·.iclvan:
· - - ···k··--·
.
c•,.

Happy 60th birthday to a
very
special
sister,
"Ginnie." You have always
been a great inspiration to
me and the family. I'm so
happy to have you as my
"big sister." God has given
you so mucp strength to
carry all of us on your back.
What a wonderful gift you
are for me and your sister,
always "Theresa," husband, John, children,
Sonya,
Robert
and
Jermaine,
grandson,
Tariq, and your "Father,"
Oliver Mayo, Jr.
We all love you, family,
nieces, cousins and friends.

., sentinel Bulletin
uThe Voice

of

Our Com1nunitv
Speaking for Itself"·
Address;

813) 248-1921

N. 30th St. Tampa,

33612

At Poinsettia Plaza · Behind Busch Gardens • Between Annie & Bougainvillea
We Accept • Mastercard • Visa • American ExPress • Discover

• Saturday 7:

CHEVON, MS. PEPPER
AndNEISHA
Happy birthday to my cousin on August 6.
Love, Neisha.

.
The Florida Sentinel's
'Spotlight On Me'
Is Putting The.
"Spotlight On Kids "
••••••••••••••••
Call Us At
(813) 850-1484
ForMorelnfo ·
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l' opened a checking
·account and helped
enrich lives.
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Now,
SunTrust
checking
accounts
benefit you and your community: just open a SunTrust
.
.
. - .
.
.
.
checking account, accept and make any purchase with your new SunTrust Visa® Check Card,
.. -~~d wfll dona_
te $JQO in your name ~o th~_.charity of your choice. Or you ~a~ get a $50 SunTrust .:.: .. ·.,.
·> Yisa Gi~t C~td to·keep.for'your own.cause·.. so,-how will you help your community today? ·.: : · · · · ·
<··, ;~_;., .:,:.:::<Jk.:· ;~ · ·.
. .. · ·. ,' '.-·:.~.'·'.,: ::: r'·>:-: ::.
.
. . .
'.:-:.
This a limited time ~ffer, so stop by yo'u.r local SunTrust branch, call800.485.8982,
or visit ~untrust.com/mycause for more ·details.
\
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Open o [ICW SunTrust person:~! or business checking ~ccount from August 6 through October 12, ZOC\7, ;~ccept tmd 11\~~e "purcholse with your Su11Trust V.is:~ <;he'~ C;~rd t-}' Nowmt-er 15, Z~\': "",;~ ~utmot
a redemption form by November 15, 2007, to be eligible to either donate $100 to the dwtty of your d1oke or rcceove :1 $50 Visa Cift C~rd. Ch~rity must be ;in IRS rc~.:-gni;~J S\111.:\3\ .:h:~ut~ :.;:.•~!~
prpvided ;o\ suntrust.com/mycnuse. Account must be In good standing ;~t the time Incentive Is p;~id. All·ince ntives will be m;~iled by December 31. 2007. Offer-iut-jc~t to \\qtha{~""l ~~ ·"'~ :om~

·. '

The Visa Gift Cnrd Is ncccpted everywhere In the Unltod St:~tes the Vis;~ Debit Cnrd Is '"cepted.
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SunTrust Bnnk. Member FDIC.I(J2007, SunTrust Bnnks, Inc. SunTrust nnd Sc~lng bcyondinoney :~re service mnrks of SunTrust B;on~s. Inc.
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'Songstress' Prepares
To Make Debut
Some aspire to become
vocalists
and some make
l11e culminating Church Picnic will be held on Saturday,
themselves
vocalists. Few
August ,ll, 2007 beginning at 12:00 Noon at
are born with the gift. Niki
McFarland Park
Bondz is one of those
Theme: 'Graduate to Greatness... The JESUS Way!'
blessed with the gift.
At the age of3, Niki startCoine Out Ami Be BLESSED!!!
ed
singing.
Louise
....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, Little
in Born
Gainesville,
Florida, her parents believed
she would do some extraordi, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , nary things.
"Being raised in the church
and in a family of music
lovers, I was exposed to different genres of music, ranging from Gospel to rock to
pop.
"I started singing in a
Gospel group with my sib~
lings and father, and also
Q
played the bass guitar. At
the age of 12, my family reloQ
cated to Tampa, but I continz
ued to sing and love music."
c
Niki joined the choir at her
~
school and in the lOth grade,
When: Tuesday, August 14, 2007
joined 3 friends in starting
:;::)
an R&B group called
Where: New Hope M. B. Church
Xclusive. They sang and
3005 E. Ellicott Street
performed in school and
w
throughout the area.
Tampa, FL 33610
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Rev.Dr.TW Jenkins. Pastor
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5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

"Making the Connection for Student Success"
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School supplies available for the First 200 students.
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· forming and worked with the
popular group Tony Toni
Tone, recording a record at
lead singer, Rapheal
Saadiq's studio.
Now a singer and writer,
Niki has joined A.M.V.
Productions .and is busy
recording her solo album .
She also assists other artists
such as Da'Daimon, Tango,
Ms. Shy and more.
"My musical influences
growing up were Chaka
Khan, Gladys Knight,
Whitney Houston, Gerald
Levert, and others.
"This has been a long jourNIKIBONDZ
ney for me and I will continAs time moved on, the ue pressing on by. keeping
group split up, but Niki con- the faith and maintaining
the strength that gives me
tinued her quest.
Niki joined the U.S. Navy my motivation."
Niki will be performing
in 1992. She sang cadence
for her division in boot camp . very · soon at Centro
and when she· relocated to Asturiano along with other
from
A.M.V.
Great Lakes, Illinois, she artists
joined the church choir on Productions.
Reporter Leon B. Crews
the base while atte-nding
Naval Hospital Corps SChool. can be reached at (813)
After discharging from the 248-0724, or e-mailed at
service, Niki continued per- leon@jlsentinPI.com.

Phone (813) 236-3611 for further information.
L----_;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.

Transit Village Display
Offers View Of Future
Nothing has been carved in
stone and no property has

r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ been · purchased. But on

·AQuality Daycare and More
"Cartng For Our Future"

w
en
·- cQ

Monday, July 30th a group of
students at the University of
South Florida's School of
Architecture and Community
MACEDONIA M. B. CHURCH

a:

Zephyrhills
Reverend Eddie A. Nann, Sr., Pastor

u.

Pastor's 25th
Appn~ciation Banqu.et

g
Now Accepting Applications
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Two Locadoas
816 E. Gcncsce Street
2708 N. Central Ave
Just Minutes from Downtown
(813) 231-2059

August 18, 2007
6:30p.m.
Blaise Alfano Conference Center
11606 McKJaley Dr. (40th St. & Fowler)

VPK Provider

RSVP By Au~ust 11th
(813) 237-8170 • (352) 567-9807
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• VPK Program (Free for 4-year-olds who are 4 on or
before September 1st of the school year.

Design put together a look
into the future. · .
The students revealed a
series of unique three-dimensional urban design scnemes
for a transit village in East
Tampa, preceding the
school's Urban Design
Studio's presentation of a
transit-oriented development
and employment center as
part of Tampa's proposed
light-rail system.
The design focused on the
potential redevelopment of a
large site at the southeast
corner of 30th Street and
Hillsborough Avenue.
The displays featured
graphics and large models of
a portion of East Tampa that
show a possible transit station, mixed-use development
and housing integrated into
the community.
"This project explores

future opportunities for transit-oriented development as
the Tampa Bay region an.ticipates implementing mass ·
transit in the area," said
Trent Green, associate professor in Architecture and
Community Design.
Attending the display presentation were Lucy Ayres,
Chairperson
of
the
Hillsborough
· County
Metropolitan
Planning
Organization ; _ Michele
Ogilvie,
Hillsborough
County
Planning
Commission; City of Tampa
Urban Designer Wilson
Stair; Keith. ~reminger,
URS Planning Division; Ed
Johnson, . East Tampa
Development Department;
and Sara Hendricks, USF
Center for Urban Transit
Research.

• We teach all children at our centers from infants to school age
• Do you wish for a Daycare that has a loving and caring
environment?

.

• Do you wish for a Daycare that focuses on higher learning for your
child?
• Do you wish for teachers' that are ready to teach, love and nurture you
child?
• Come join our f~ily stop by and visit with us anytime. ·

We invite you to come by and visit our center.
· Serving Children 0-12 years old
CTA 431<•16

·

· Healing Ministry:

August 1Oth & 24th
7:30P.M.

PAS.TORS BOB AND
· . ANTHONY

.
.
CtJme By And Witne...... The Heali11g PtJwer OfJesU.\'

.

LOCAL

,Blessed Hope Bible College ~accalaureate
And ·Commencement Exercises
· ··
. The Blessed Hope Bible College, under the leadership of '
Bishop Elliott Johnson as president, held its baccalaureate and commencement exercises recently. Guest speakers
were Dr. Doris Copeland and Bishop B. Franklin
Echols. (Photographs by Julia Jackson)

Drs. lj:_lliott ~nd Rosemary .
Johnson give leadership to
Blessed Hope Bible College. ·
':'..;

• r~

.. ~

Dr. B. Franklin Echols and
Pastor Massalena Echols.
. ,
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~yce Tillman, Vanderl)'ll Da'is and Dr; Doiis Copeland.
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Emmanuel Suzzly earned an
AA deg..ee in Biblical Studies.

. Am~ng those who attended the graduatlmi exercise weret Mr.
and Mrs. Riley (Linda) Mitchell and"M·r . and Mrs. Samuel
(Bertha)lV~n,s~
·
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If Your Hair Is Not Becoming To You.••
You Should Be Coming To Bre11da
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Call 247-1912 or 657-2405
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4058 N. Armenia Ave. • Suite 105
Fiesta Plaza • Tampa ·

.

... 813-874-0713
Specials: Tuesday &

1803 N. 22nd SL & 7th Avenue

W~dnesday

Speci.,lizing In .
All Types Of Braiding

. • Relaxer, Cut And Style....... $45 & Up
· • Color...................................... $35 & uv
•lashes. .................................. '$35
· • Sew In Weave (Braided) .... $too & up

ft !tJUh.~t'

f>O)(£u &1-fuix ~StJulio · "j
·
'

213 W._ B.r,andon $Ivd. .
Home Shoppmg Plaza ,
'' (813)654-1175 '
'

60/ParsonsI

MS. SHERRELL A. LEWIS ·- OWNER •

Barber

I

.
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Or Stylist Position Available

Call Today For SPecial Rates To Advertise Here • f813)

248~ 1921 •

Advertising DePartment
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Attending a Brandon High School graduation were Ernestine Dunn, Horace Neal and Mac

Owens.
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.Naomi WoodsOn and Beatrice Malone were photographed
attencUng m:t N.C. N.W. Banquet:

Present at an Urban League Dinner wen: Angela Johnson, Pat Miles and Alyson Bowden.
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~ At the 1982 Project_Follow Thru Luncheon, held at Sulphur Springs School, were1 .Felicia Ptttman, Shirley AshWood, Adeline Rodriguez, Allie Barton, Jacqueline
. a;; Glymph, Paulette Anderson, Faith Stephens, Audrey Collins, Linda Francis, Beverly Lancaster, Mary Waters and Amora Scozzorl.
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Former Negro Leaguers Talk About Barry Bonds
Barry Bonds is a homerun . up in the steroid issue and that pointing fingers at them.
"We need to remember that
away from breaking the all- has tarnished his image a lot.
time homerun record held by
"The steroid issue put a cloud Babe Ruth was an alcoholic
Henry "Hank" Aaron of 755. over the homerun record, espe- when he set the record. When I
Hdwever, some fans and Major _ cially for a man his age. I think played, all of the players had
League Baseball have tainted when he breaks the record, some kind of problem, either
that achievement because of baseball will always put an with alcohol or something else.
allegations Bonds has been asterisk next to the numbers." . Some of them are i!l the Hall of
using steroids, although he's
James "Son" Copeland, for- Fame right now .'~
Asked if he felt Bonds was
never tested positive for any mer Florida Negro League
banned ·substance.
Bradenton Devils shortstop: "I being treated right by baseball,
Bobby Mitchell, former feel good about what Bonds is Copeland said no.
"As far as I'm concerned,
Kansas City Monarchs pitcher: doing. There's nothing Wrong.
"I think he's a good natural The other players may be tak- when I played there was a lot of
player. However, he got caught ing steroids, but nobody is stuff going on. Now, all this

stuff is just something to keep
him from being recogni zed . T'll
·say this about steroids, they
don't .help you see the ball, so it
doesn't matter how strong you
are. If you can't see th<: ball,
you can't hit it, so none of that
stuff matters.
Morris "Blizz" Everett, former Tampa Greys pitcher, first
baseman and third baseman: "1
think until he's proven guilty,
they should leave him alone.
The surprise about the whole
thing is Hank Aaron.

' '.\'h it ( a 'h i. o!' 1it:ci1i!t· do'1.'t
•.tnd<:l·~tand

is that Aat·on
wouldi1't ha\'.e the record if
Willie Mays hadn't gone to tlw
At·my . Besides , Bonds i:-:
walked more tha n Aaron , and I
think he deserves to be t h·e
homerun king."
Everett said he thinks it',.:
amazing that at 4:i year;; old,
Bonds -can still sec the ball .~o
well.
".Just keep this in mind. :\o
matter what stadium Bonds
plays in, and whether he 's
booed or not, he fills the seats.
He's a definite first ballot Hall
ofFamer."

Reporter Leon B . .Cre.ws.

The only thing
worse than having
your mon_ey taken is
~aiting to get
it back.
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Wacnovia,· Free Checking comes with free Check Card protection.
So if you become the victim of confirmed fraud, 100% of any missing
money will be credited to your account the next day: It's just one niore .
reason \ve'~e been rated #1 in C~stomer Satisfaction .six years in a row.
Free Checking also fe11tures: .
: Fre_
e.Online Banking with emPay
• Free Balance Alerts ·
·No direct deposit required

· No monthly service fee .
·No minimum balance
·· Free Check Card with rewards
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Angle's Angels Grand Opening

Question Of The Week?
By: JULIA JACKSON

GMng The Gift Of Life:
Would You Become A Donor?
Most working people can't
afford to spend the money and
do not have the flexibility to take
the _time off from work. Some
reimbursement for expenses or
lost income might well be appropriate to help in these instances.
This is the sad secret of the
donor issue.
The expense and time burdens
are exclusively on the donors.
Only direct medical expenses are

paid by the recipients' insurance,
usually Medicaid.
Congress has refused to take
action on a bill that would give a
living donor up to a $s,ooo tax
credit to help pay for expenses
related to donating an organ.
Until Congress gets serious
about helping donors, people
who could have lived will instead
die.
Would you become a donor,
knowing these facts?

JANE DOZIER
· YborCity

Angie's Angles held its Grand Opening recently. The new home
childcare center was begun by a long time resident, Angela
Reed, owner.
Angela has been in the Tampa Bay area for more than 10 years.
She has over 6 years experience caring for children and has also
worked in the healthcare profession for more than 11 years.
Angela is CPR and First Aid certified with focus on infants and
children.
(Photographs by Jerry Brunson)

"Well, it just depends. If it's a
family member, yes, or if I'm
dead and gone, then I don't
need these old bones anyway, so
they can take what they need."

Danaya enjoys playing
with a doll.

~
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YVONNE WALDON
Lutz, Social Worker

JAMARR LOUISE

West Tampa

0

"I would become a donor if
z
< someone I know needs an organ
> ·and if I am able I would become
let a donor, especially to someone
0
waiting on limb
live. I
beiieve in the Gift ·of Life~ . ·.
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"I feel that if God provided me
with all my organs then I'm
going to go out with all my
organs. When it's your time ...
then time's up."

~

"Hey, if I can help someone in
need, well no problem. But, I
think it's a shame that Congress
won't help by assisting more
financially. It could allow more
people to reach out and help to
become a donor."
·

Jordan participating in
an outdoor activity.

Reggie is exploring through books. ·

·f?::r.

PUBliC FUNERAl & MEMORIAl

MENTESNOT "lll KRUNKMAN" DANIEL·

.FRIDAY, AUG.10, 2001· WAKE
· -AIKEN'S FUNERAl HOME 2708 E. MlK BlVD
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Michael VIele

'Guilty Until Provenlnnocent'
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
(An Analysis)
When Ronald Goldman
and Nicole Simpson were
found dead in front of her
home, the "Court Of Public
Opinion" and the media tried
and convicted Orenthal
James Simpson. He was
guilty, and there was no
doubt in the minds of whites
who never really approved of
their interracial marriage in
the fil'st place.
When Simpson was
acquitted, cries of injustice
were heard everywhere. The
. media stepped in and drew a
. lin e between Blacks who
they
said . supported
Simpson, and whites who
wanted· to get a rope a .td
lynch him.
·
Now, that same mob wants
the blood of Michael Vick.
When news got out that
there was a dog~fighting
business operating on property owned by Vick, the vultures started circling. When
nt'\''S got out that the losers
of the fights were being put
to dt·ath, · the vultures
swooped in for the kill.
The National Football

. MICHAEL VICK

League and its new commissioner, Roger Goodell,
decided to step back and see
what law enforcement officials were going to do.
The Black epidemic in
America for Vick and Black
athletes on behalf of the
media is, .. Guilty Until
Proven Innocent." In this
country, you're supposed to
be inn.occnt until proven
guilty. But, this is not true
for Black athletes.
The N.A.A.C.P. stepped up
to give Michael Vick support, but the constant beat
down on talk radio, television and the print media
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DAMAR IUS
Yes, summertime is here, and you can tell by
looking at this week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
The Latinos say caliente, but no matter what
the language, Oamarius is definitely hot. A
young lady who really doesn't have to say
much, she's strong willed and enjoys spending
time around people who are positive and trying
to go somewhere In life. She also -strives to be
a professional in all endeavors of life and successful. Damarius loves to laugh and have fun,
and also enjoys those qualities when it c~mes
to the man in her life. He also must be intelligent, handsome, and mature enough for a
mature woman. Congratulations to Oamarius as
this week's Beauty Unlimited feature
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"Fire Vick, Vick Needs To Go to Jail," and other garbage.
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make that effort a footnote in
a 355-page novel. If the
reporting was fair, you could
digest some of the crap these
so-called "holier than thou"
reporters talk about on
ESPN or talk radio.
The way they act is like
saying they don't smoke,
drink, eat fried food, or take
a Viagra pill every now and
then. We all have skeletons
in our closets, and we all
need a boost every now and
then.
· Getting back to the Vick
crudfication.
I wonder has Vick been
found guilty? I guess, it
depends on who you ask. I
would say yes, looked at
Atlanta Falcons owner
Arthur Blank who told
Vick to stay away from
training camp.
Also Vlck's sponsors,
NIKE ,
NFL
apparel,
Rawlings, Air Tran and a
few others have pulled his
jerseys, shoes, football cards
and other items from stores
and the internet. All of that
represents a guilty reaction.
What can we do as Black
America to fight back?
PETA can show up with 10
people with signs saying,

Good thru

m
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5 lbL Chicken Wing.
5 lbl. o.Jclu::n llnnlsllcks
5 lbl. Chicken Leg Q\,wten

ALL for

$1599

2
2
2
2

12.99 -

RIB BACON

lbs. Oxtails
lbs. Lean Groond Beef
lbs. Chicken Wings
lbs. End Cut Pork ChQps

GET FREE 2 Uter SOda
ALLI'or

$1099
0 -

get nationwide exposure.
Then 300 people showed up to a "We support Michael
Vick" pep rally and you get a small article on the internet.
Now a,sk yourself, is the media being fair in their coverage?
Barry Bonds is getting the same treatment. Even Bob
Costas has joined the mudslinging. Bonds has ne,·er tested
positive for steroids and you would think the ways Costas,
Jim Rome, J.T. The Brick and others talk, the\' had the
test results i.n their hands. It's all sickening. Put c 'o stas on
steroids and see if he can hit the ball out of the infield. I
think not.
'
It's all about the hand and eye coordh\ation. I think Black
America needs to get active. We need to ~vrite these
reporters when we see an unfair.article or ca:ll in to the radio
or television stations. White folks do it. The\' bo,·cott and
protest all the time. ·
·1
'
'
•
•
Vick deserves his day in court. He desel'\'es till~ chance t<)·
clear his na1ue.and reputation,·althouglf the media has dom'
everything it ~an to make sure that's not possibll', wh~thl'l'
he comes out of this clean or not.
.
. ·.
If Vick is acquitted, will they still givt> him tlll; ~nnll'
attention? Will they apolo¢ze for jumping to condu~ion:-o and
will they piny n t•ole in helping him gt't hh~ imn._,'l' bm•k'?
Not n chance. What tht'Y will do i~ point out whtl nll'~~l'd u~
in not convicting Vick, nnd how .._,'llilty tlw~· think lw t'l'nlly
is. The jokes han• nlr~ndy ~tnrtl'd, nnd now l'\'l't'ymw i~ ~o
knuwll'<lgl'nbll' n~ to how mud1 molll'~· lwyiu'nl'. - ·
·
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Irvin, Thomas, Sanders
g Enter NFL Hall Of Fame
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Michael Irvin, Thunnan
Thomas ' and Charlie
Sanders were among the six
NFL veterans inducted into
the Pro Football Hall of Fame
during a ceremony Saturday
night in Canton, Ohio.
Irvin lauded the Dallas
Cowboys family and his own
family for inspiring him to
make .it through tough times.
During his emotional speech,
Irvin asked sons Michael,
10, and Elijah, ·a, tq stand
before he recited the prayers
he gives up for his sons.
"Help me raise them for
their kids, so that they can be
a better father than 1," Irvin
said. "I tell you guys to
always do the right thing so
you can be a better role model
than dad. Look up, get up,
but don't ever give up."
Buffalo Bills running back
Thomas, who set a record by
leading the NFL in total
yards from scrimmage four
consecutive seasons, rubbed
the head of his bronze statue
when it was unveiled, and
mentioned "it's really, really

BARRY BONDS

THURMAN THOMAS
And MICHAEL IRVIN

scary up here."
He later turned to wife
Patti, seated in the crowd of
12,787, and asked if, after
nearly 20 years together, she
would marry him again.
Former Detroit Lions tight
end Sanders, whose mother
died when he was two, spoke
of always wanting to say "Hi
Mom" to the TV cameras following a touchdown, as most
NFL players did following a
score.
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SCLC To Honor Vick
At Atlanta Convention

m
ATLANTA--. While he
:J waits for his trial related to
1D dogfighting charges to start,
~ Michael Vick will be honZ ored by ·the Squthern
i= Christian · Leadership
W Conference.
_
TELL US: What Do You
::) Think Of $CLC's Plan To
~ Honor Michael Vick?
w · SCLC ·President· Charles
Z - Steele announced Thursday
during a news conference that
the group will find a way to
, MICHAEL VJCK
honor Viek during its nation·
al convention that · began SCLC has been about for the
past 50 yean.
·
ir Friday.
"We're in support of
"We will recognize Vick for
1&. being an outstanding human Michael as a human being,•
•·'- .. being," said Steele. "We will SCLC president Charlea
r1': ·· · work with anyone who opens Steele said. "Right now, ·he's
feeling discarded, ostracized
their heart and arm8 to us."
· The-president' of the SCLC by people who are rushing to ·
told Channel 2's JaQuitta judgment. It's our responsibil.
Williams the organization ity to save him."
Steele said he did not know
will honor Viek by praying
for him. Steele said support- if Vick will attend any of the
events at the conference.
ing people in need is. what the
.
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9241 N. 56th St., Tampa, FL ·., .
M·F: 8:30A.M. • 5:30 P. M. · • Saturday 9 A.M. • 1 P.M.
(813) 985-0033 • Fax: (813) 988-8980
Low Rate.r; Friendly Atmo.'lphere

-DUI Frie~dly,
Hardship License,
Suspended License,
State Filing SR-22
Owners and Non Owners

Amidst a constant swirl of
steroid
rumors,
San
Francisco Giants slugger
Barry Bonds hit his 755th
career home run Saturday to
tie Hank Aaron's longstanding record.
The opposite-field smash of
382 feet to left-center came
on a 2-1 , 91 mph fastb-a ll
Saturday nig ht from San
Diego pitcher Clay Hensley.
Baseball commissioner
Bud Selig, in attendance at
San Diego's Petco Park,
appeared reluctant to stand
and acknowledge the feat,
but eventually did. He later ·
said in a statement: "No matter what anybody thinks of
the controversy surrounding
this event, Mr. Bonds'
.achievement is noteworthy
and remarkable."
Selig said either he or a
representative would attend
the Giants' next few games
"out of respect for the tradition of the game, the magnitude of the record and the
fact that all Citizens in this
country are innocent until
proven guilty."
Bonds didn't play in
Sunday's game against San
Diego, but the world will be
watching when he takes the
diamond today at home
against the Washington
Nationals.

Woods BIOVIS AYiay
Field For 8-Shot
Victory At Firestone
AKRON, Ohio-- Tiger
Woods looked as unbeatable
as ever Sunday at Firestone. .
Woods erased a one-shot
deficit in two holes , then
buried Rory Sabbatini and
the rest of the field to win
the Bridgestone Invitational
for the third straight year
and send him to the PGA
Championship ~ith his game
in good shape.
Woods made a 12-foot par
putt on the final hole that
kept him bogey-free on a
rainy afternoon at Firestone.
He closed with a 5-under 65
for .an eight-shot victory over
Sabbatini and Justin
Rose, tying a PGA Tour
record for most victories at
one golf course.
It was the second time
Woods has strung together
three straight v-ictories at
this
World
Golf
Championship, and he continued his dominance in
these WGC events by win. ning for the 14th time in 25
tries.
Sabbatini shot 74 and
was left in his wake again.
The fiery South African
also lost a one-~hot lead to
Woods in the Wachovia
Championship, then caused
a brief stir by claiming later
than Woods looked "beat- ·

TIGER WOODS

able as ever."
Not on this course. Woods
picked up five shots in a fivehole stretch along the f~ont
nine, and it was no contest
after .that. He joined Jack
Nicklaus
(Augusta
National) and Alex Ross
(Pinehurst No. 2 ) as the
only players to win six times
on the same course.
Next up is Southern Hills
anq the PGA Championship
for the final major, something Woods has failed to
win this year.
Woods made $1.35 million
for the tournament:
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Depression?

Dr. Margarita Nunez Is conducting a research study of an
Investigational mecpcation for Deprenlon. You may be eligible for
the study tf you:
• Are18to~~nold
• Have suHered fronl depression
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Rhames' Dogs May Not
· Have Caused Death
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2 More dames Brown
Children Identified
COLUMBIA, SC -- DNA
testing on about a dozen people who claim James Brown
was their father has found
that at least two of them are
telling the truth, a longtime
adviser to the late soul singer
said Friday.
Several tests have come
back negative, while others
are pending, said. Buddy
Dallas, who did ii'Cil have
-exact numbers Frida-y:~ight . .
Dallas_·r.efused to identify
tl;le two people wh9se DNA
showed they were Brown's
children, but The Augusta
Chronicle reported that
LaRhonda Petitt, a 45-yearold retired flight attendant
and teacher in Houston,
showed the newspaper a
report that says there is a
99.99 percent probability she
is Brown's daughter.
She would be the oldest of
Brown's children.
Brown picked out Petitt's
mother from the crowd at a
show in Los Angeles in the

LOS ANGELES -- A
caretaker who was found
dead Friday on Ving
Rhames' Brentwood property after being mauled by the
actor's dogs may not have
died from the wounds he suffered in the attack, Los
Angeles authorities say.
The 4 0-year-old man,
whose name has not yet been
r.el~ased, was covered in dog
bites, according to police, but
it could have been a heart
attack or other medical condition that actually killed
him.
"There's no doubt he was
attacked by the dogs," said
Los
Angeles
Police
Department Lt.
Ray
Lombardo. "Whether or not
the coroner can determine
that the mauling actually
caused the death, or the
mauling contributed to him
having a heart attack, that's
a decision the coroner will
have to determine."
Police said that they spied
at least six dogs on the property when they arrived, but
that only four-three bullmastiffs and an English bulldogwere running loose.
At least two of those four
dogs were said to be involved
in the attack. All four were
removed from the Brentwood
residence Friday by animal
control and are currently

· JAMES BROWN ·I

early 1960s, and she became
USHERAndTAMEKA
being held in quarantine,
the singer's girlfriend, somepending an investigation. An
times ironing his shirts before
ATLANTA- It's official:
autopsy is scheduled for
his shows, Petitt said.
Usher
and Tameka Foster
Monday, after which the
But when her mother
are now man and wife.
authorities will decide what
became pregnant, she split
People.com said that the
happens to the dogs.
with Brown and moved back
couple
married in a small
to Houston. She would point
The victim, who according
civil ceremony in Atlanta.
to the television when Brown
to police lived on Rhames'
was performing and tell her
The nuptials reportedly
property and had worked for ·
daughter the singer was her
took place in the office of
the Pulp Fiction star for two
father, Petitt told the newsUsher's lawyer, a far cry
years, was found at about
paper.
from the elaborate ceremony
7:15 a.m. in the estate's
that was supposed to take
gated front yard. Paramedics
place in the Hamptons last
pronounced him dead at the
weekend before being
· scene.
abruptly canceled.
Authorities say that the
Sources said that Usher's
attack occurred sometime
"Good Morning America" believed they
mom, Jon etta ·Patton was
overnight. It looked as if the
anchor
Robin Roberts had had caught the
in attendance. It has been
attack began on the east side
"very
successful"
surgery for cancer early.
rumored that there was bad
of the property and that the
breast
cancer
Friday
and is
Family memblood
between
Foster
and
caretaker managed to run to
now
.
resting
at
home,
bers,
tncluding
Patton,
and
that
Patton
·
the front yard and close a
announced
a
rep
for
ABC.
her
· mother
staunchly
disapproved
of
the
gate behind him before col"The tests following h er and sisters,
marriage.
lapsing on the front lawn.
surgery take some time to have traveled
Usher and his bride are
the ...__R_O_B_I....N..___.
process , so when we have from
expecting a child this fall .
more information we will M i s s i s s i p p i ROBERTS
Foster also has three
update you," said ABC News Gulf Coast arid
other children from a previspokeswoman
Bridgette New Orleans to be with
ous marriage.
Maney. ''Thank you for your Roberts, who hails from Pass
thoughts and prayers for Christian, Miss. The family
Robin."
has asked Roberts' friends
the identity and age of the
Roberts, 46, told ·"GMA" and the public _to respect her
and his lawyers.
girl.
viewers of her diagnosis on need for a private, quiet
Kelly, who was born
The case has been hit with
Tuesday. She said her doctors recovery time.
Robert Sylvester Kelly,
delay after delay. Since
has pleaded not guilty to 14
being charged, Kelly has
counts of child pornography.
had six best-selling albums
He was charged in 2002 and
and three nationwide tours.
is accused of allegedly engagThe 40-year-old singer has
ing in videotaped sex acts
said he'll survive his legal
with an underage girl.
tribulations.
Kelly's attorneys haven't
"I'm going through my
, conceded that he is on the
own struggle ... and you're
tape, saying his likenes~
either gonna fold or you're
may have been computer
going to stand," Kelly said,
generated. They have also
. "and I believe in standing.,
· tried to raise doubts about
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Usher, Fiancee,
Tameka Finally .
Marry

Robin Roberts Home After
'Very Successful' Surgery

Judge Sets Trial
·- Dat~ For R. Kelly
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CHICAGO ~ _:_. R. Kelly
will go on trial next month,
more than five years after he
was charged w.ith child
pomQgraphy.
Judge Vincent Gaughan
has set Sept. 17 date for
the start of a jury trial,
according to the Cook
Count~ state's attorney's
office. ·
The Chicago Su'n -Times
reported on its Web site that
setting of the date followed a
lengthy meeting Wednesday
among ' thejudge, the lead
prosecutor, th~ R&B singer
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Now Cooking Thurs. ... Sat.
for All Your Seafood Delights, Marvin Has Just What You Need.

•Fresh & Smoked Mullet •Trout •Snapper
•Shrimp •Shea_p Head •Live Blu~ Cra_bs ·

BROTHER'S
GRAPHICS

1248 E. Hillsborough, Suite#206
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________:.__ FUNERAL I MEMORIAMS
BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

t ., MRS. SHAWNEE
; i_ALLEN-THOMAS

JOHNNYL.
ARMSTRONG, JR.
8/7/66- 2/8/06

Funeral services for M1·s.
Shawnee Allen-Thomas, 36, of
We miss you so much. You
Riverview, who passed away on
August 1, 2007, will be held on · will forever live in our
hearts.
Wednesday, August 8, 2007, :1t
Your family.
12 noon at F1·om The Hea1·t
Ministl"ies, 301 Lakewood
Drive, with Pasto1· Curtis
Swaffo1·d,
officiating.
Interment will follow ·n
Florida National Cemetery,
Bushnell, Florida
M1·s. Allen-Thonms was bo1·n
on Octobe1· 15, 1970, :md raised
in \Vaukegan, IL, and •·elocated
to San Diego, CA, in 1985,
where she graduated from St.
Pat1·ick's
High
School.
Shawnee attended Shiloh
Baptist Chm·ch in \Vaukegan,
IL, and was attending From
The Hea1·t Ministl"ies in
Brandon, Curtis Swoffard,
Pastm·. She se1·ved in the military (Army) fi·om 1989-1991.
She •·eceivcd hc1· Associates
,Degre.e f1·om 1\lii·amal", CA
College fo1· Cl"iminal Justice,
Concm·d College in San Diego,
CA. for Phlebotomy, and St.
l'etc•·sbi.u·g, College in St.
ERNEST ROGERS
· Pcte1·sburg for Fo1·ensic
. WILSON
Science. Shawnee was a memAugust 6, 1946he•· of the Lupus Foundatio.n of
Amel'ica, and she pa1·ticipated
January 19, 2006
in the Lupus walks. She was an
employee for the Vctcn111s
\\'e thought of you with lo\'c
Affaii·s Medical Cente1· of
today, but that is nothing
Tampa, wher.c she was a
new. \Vc thought about you
Phlebotomist. .
ycstc•·day and days before
-Shawnee was p1·cceded i~1
that, too. \Vc think of you in
death by: he1· h•·othe1·, Jerry
silence, we often speak your
Allen; her gnmdmothcr, Julia
name, now all we have arc
\Valker; ·and aunts, Gc01·gia
memories and your picture
Madison and Lucille Handy.
in a frame. Your memory is
She.is survived hy: a lovhi~ · our keepsake, with which
husband, Eddie or 12 years; 4
we'll never part, God has you
childre1i, Quillon .Jmics, B1·imm
· in His keeping, we. have you
· Lmic, Nasha•·•·:~ Tliom:i.s. and
in our hearts.
·. Jalcn Thomas; mother, Gloril1
·When we hear certain
. Allen; 3 sisters ; Patl"icia
songs, or sec a certain dance
Dur:~ndissc, ·Valcl"ic (Olive••)
ou1· hearts race with ex¢itc-.
mcnt as we chime, "That's
Logan and Lucian:~ Jones; aunt
and uncle, Barbtu·a and Zac'k
Uncle Tubby's song, I can just
Johnson of Pensacola; uncle,
sec him p11ance."
. ~Jiam Jc;»l~ry:son of Las Vc,g:•s, , · · · ':ol! cclcbrated.,your first
' niece&, . nephews and ·" ; year an heaven t'oday, God
.. ·_ 'sins-; .rl~ii. ."aunJ';:ycliiu• --~ hugged you,and said. '!w~lGordon of. North Chicago, IL;
come home • .. There you wtll
mother.-in'..Iaw Ernestine Ashd\vell ~th God above. There
Trice; f:~therlin-law, ,Tyrime
~reno more tears of sadness;
Trice· 7 sisters-in-law Ann
JUSt eternal love. You left us a
Thom~s, Pamela Bing, Sheila _ le~acy of unco~ditional love,
Hudson Dulce Peterman
faath, and trust m God; to for·
Patricia,Williams, Michell;
give those that ca~sed you
. WilliamsandAprilYoung;godharm; al'Y~YS thmk an.d
•
Speakh"l
pOSitiVe
mother, 0 II 1e
Dawson o f San
h thoughts
1 ft ~ IS
Diego, CA; godsisters, Kim
our P 1 oso1, Y.you e
or
· d
us. Our memoraes are trea0 re~ 0 f s an D"•ego, p ame 1a an
sures we carry wherever we
Damellc London of Waukegan,
I~; and other relatives and
g~Your love is still our guide,
friends.
and though we cannot see
The remains wi-ll repose
you you are always by our
today (Tuesday) at the funeral
side: Our family chain is broho~c fr~m 5-8 P· m ..and tl~e . ken and nothin seems the
family wdl receave frtends 111
'
B u t us Go dgca lis us o nc
same.
th~ chapel from 7·8 p. m. . by one the chain will link
F•·•ends are asked to assemble
·
'A d
h
b"d
at the church ut approximately
a~an~.
n as ope a 1 es
wathan .us, we cara:y thte
11 : 45 a.m. on Wednesday.
In lieu of flowers, contribuexpectation of good tha~gs o
tions in Shawnee's memory
co~e, and the proma~e of
can be made to the Lupus
seemg our loved one agam.
Foundation of America 3 6 37
Rest -in peace ; "Sweet
4th street North, Suite 3~0·, St.
Thang." We miss you and
Petersburg, 33704.
love you.
"A WILSON'S SERViCE"
Your Family.

'BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM
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DEATH

ANNOUNCEMENT

MISS KENYATTA
LATORIA BUSH
Miss Kenyatta Latoria Bush
passed away on August 4,
2007, as the result of an accident on July 21, 2007, in
Liberty County, Bristol, FL.
Funeral services will be
held on Sunday, August 12,
2007, at 2 p. m. at The
Auditorium in Blountstown,
FL.
Kcnyatta was born on
December 13, 1989, and
attended
Riverhills
Elementary, Greco Middle
School, King High School and
Chamberlain High School.
She leaves to cherish her
precious memories with: her
mother, Vickie Dawson;
father, James Bush; 2 sisters,
Kimberly Simon Dawson and
Jatoria Bush; brothers, Jalon
Zack rey
Bush
and
·Christoph e r
Floyd,
Bainbridge , GA; and other
family and fr iends.

Public Funeral And
Memorial To Be Held
For Lil' Mentesnot

everyone is invited to come ride
for Lil' Krunkman, and you
know he will ride for you.
Everyone is asked to bring out
all the nice whips, with lineup
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. The
line will begin at the c~rner of
MLK Boulevard and 22 11 Street,
and end at 2708 East MLK
Boulevard.
The first ride will be from 1:30
p.m. to 2 p.m., the second from
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On Friday, August wth, a wake
will be held for Mentesnot
"Lil' Krunk-man" Daniel at
Aiken's Funeral Home, 2708
East MLK Boulevard. The wake
will be held from 6 p.m. until 7
p.m., with viewing held from 5
·
h
p.m. to 9 p.m.
On Saturday, August l l t , a
memorial will be held at
Rowlette Park.
.
At the memorial, being called
the "Car, Truck, Motorcycle

Memorial Ride And Cruise,"

0

l>

-.J

LIL' MENTESNOT
DANIEL
2:45 p.m. to 3 pm., and the third
from 3 p.m. to 3:15 pm., ending
at Rowlette Park.
At Rowlette Park, free food and
drinks will be available from 3 p.
m. to5 p.m.
For funeral information, call
(813) 924-7179, and-for ride and
memorial information, call (813)
309-5050.
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Expert Solutions To All Of Your Home Repairs"
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• 1\'lasonry • Woodwork
• Drywall • Screens
• Painting • \Vood Floors
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No Job Too Small Or Too L.arge
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Harmon
Funeral Hon1c

J o hn \V. ll an 11<>n. I .. F.D .

FREE QUOTES
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5 00 2 N . 41Jlh -St.

626-8600

hns provrde the hrghes t standard
rn fu neral servr ces for over 70 yem s.

Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhodes & Northern, Owners
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa. FL 33808

Ph: (813) 253-3419
ti

Fnx: (81J ) 2Sf-4912 Err..111 r. n1tmS ..40 ni't

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
"A Community Pride"

4615 E. Hanna • Tampa 336t0

Spaces • Monuments • Markers
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332
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-CRIME

Shooting Claims Life
Of St. Petersburg Man
ST. PETERSBURG - On
Friday
morning,
St.
Petersburg Police officers
ere flagged down by a
motorist and told of a person bleedin~ near the intersection of 9 Avenue, South
and 16 Street, South.
Officers arrived and found
Jimmy Lee Adams, 34,
suffering from a gunshot
wound . Police said the
shooting occurred in the
Citrus Grove Afartment
Complex, 731 15 h Street,
JIMMY LEE ADAMS
South. Adams fled from the
complex after being shot and he was pronounced dead.
Police have relea·sed no
collapsed in the middle of
the street. He was transport- additional information on
ed to a local hospital where the shooting at this time.

~
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NATIONAL
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U. ·S. Civil Rights-Hero
Oliver Hill Dies At 100
WASHINGTON -- A key fighter in the
struggle to end racial segregation in US
schools, the black civil rights lawyer Oliver
· Hill, died at the age of 100 on Sunday, local
media reported.
He died at his home in Richmond, capital
of the western state of Virginia, the city's
Times Dispatch newspaper said.
Hill helped change U. S. society by fighting in the courts to end segregation of
Blacks from whites in areas of public life
such as voting rights, jury selection, access
to school buses and employment protection,
it said.
OLIVER HILL
His triumph was his role in a series of
lawsuits against ·segregated schools that led
In 1999 he received the presidential medal
to a 1954 Supreme Court ruling that school of freedom, the nation's highest civilian
segregation was unconstitutional.
honor.
·

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
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3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
241-2301 -or 247-3719
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69¢ and Up
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Latex Flat White Paint .••..••..• $5.99gal.
Oil Outside White Paint ........ $11.99 gal.
Roller Pan Set ......................... $2.49 ea.
3 .. Brushes .................................99¢ ea.

SALE PRICES COOD
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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Take it from me. You can prevent colon cancer by getting
tested. They check your colon, and if they find a p lyp,
they remove it before it becomes cancer.
If you're 50 or older, talk to your doctor about getting tested for colon cancer.
. For a free Information packet on the different ways you can be tested
caii1 -800-ACS-2345 or visit www.cancer.org/colon.
·
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. · ' ···

Hope. Progress. Answers,• / 1 • 8 0 0 · AC 5 • 2 3 4 5 / www.cancer.org
C\2007 Amtrl<•n Conctr Socloty, Inc.
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CRIME NEWS

St. Petersburg Trio Arrested
After Tampa Crime.Spree

Alleged Gang Member
Charged With
Attempted Murder

ANTWAIN POWERS

Hillsborough County
Sheriffs detectives arrested a
suspected gang member for
attempted murder and other
charges after a drive -by
shooting on June 29th in
Riverview.
Antwain "Smitty"
Powers, 19, has been
charged with 4 counts of
aggravated assault and discharging a firearm in public.
Authorities said Powers ~s a
membt.•r of the Raw Dawgs
gang that operates in eastern ·
Hillsborough County.
Deputies said on June 29th
at 11 :30 p.m ., Jonathan
Philbert, 15, was standing
> outside hi::; home with fr·iends
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when someone from a passing
car fired gunshots. Philbert
was struck in the abdomen
and taken to a local hospital
for treatment.
Detectives determined the
suspect and one of the victims
had engaged in some type of
altercation at a convenience
storey on Boyette Road earlier in the evening.
Authorities said Leland
"Smoke" Johnson, identified as Powers' stepbrother
and also an alleged gang ..
· ClairMel
member, was recently sen-· ·
tcriced to life in prison for the ·· Couple Charged
shooting death of Christina
In Marijuana
~o~·:.ri on. September 13,
Plant Bust
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Man Face·s Several .
Burglary Charges
''H'f'';;,;,:rt:ll
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MERCEDES
NAVARRO
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OSCAR
OLIVA

On Saturday acting on a
tip, Hillsborough County
Sheriffs deputies went to a
residence at 5409 20th
Avenue South on suspicion
. they'd find marijuana.
The deputies didn't have a
warrant, but reports said ·,
the people renting the house
let them inside. Inside,
deputies found an estimated
$30,00 worth pf marijuana
'plants growing in pots.
Deputies · arrested
Mercedes Navarro, 42,
and Oscar Oliva, 66, charg' ing them with cultivation of
ntarijuana, possession of
drug par:aphernalia, leasing
or, renting for purposes of
. trafficking in drugs, theft of
electricity and armed trafticking in marijuana.

··

ampa_ Po.lice ar·rested two · rammed the pntrol car. A purt
agers and a third escaped suit began and ended when
Su-'hday after an 'alleged home . the suspect vehicle lost con.invasion.
.trol and got stuck in a ditch.
Police said two people were The driver fled, but was
standing outside an apart- caught by officers. A second
inent at10610 North 30th suspect was also arrested.
Street when three Black
Police set up a perimeter in
males approached ~hem with. an attempt to arrested the
handguns.
third suspect, but weren't
According to the report, the successful.
victims were ordered inside
Kingsley Aguta, 18, was
the apartment where 3 others charged with armed robbery
were and two.of the suspects home invasion and kidna _
began demandmg·money.
.
•
p
19,
One Of th e suspects s t rue k a· · pang. Arnez Jernigan,
.
victim in the head with a was charge~ wat~ arm~ robhandgun, forcing him to b?ry home mvasaon, ~ldnap
remove his paJ:tts and give pang,_ aggravated fleemg and
them to one of the suspects eludang, and aggravated
who took them and fled in a assault on a law enforcement
vehicle.
. officer.
~olir.e spotted 'the vehicle as
Police said two handguns
it wa~:~ leaving the apartment and a pair of pants belonging
complex where the vehicle to the victim were recovered.
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· Police Capture· 2
·
.One Gets Away After
·Home Invasion

ARNEZ JERNIGAN
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On ·Sunday, Tampa Police
-t
arrested three St. Petersburg
~
teenagers after an alleged
1\)
0
crime spree in Tampa.
0
Police said at 2:30 pm.,
""""
Jataile Gamble, 18, Jennie
Williams, 17, and John
Ellis, 16, traveled to Tampa
from St. Petersburg in a
stolen vehicle.
According to the report, the
tri~ started a crime sl?ree by
first committing a.n armed
robbery at 4102 Leona Street.
JATAILE GAMBLE .
JENNIE WILLIAMS ·
At that location, two victims
were approached ahd were demanding the keys to his back into their vehicle aAd
robbed at gunpoint.
. vehicle at gunpoint. The vic- drove away.
The trio .then went to tim ran, and Williams got
Police received calls of the
Britton Plaza where they back into the vehicle and the incidents and the vehicle was
allegedly tried to steal anoth- trio drove away.
spotted on South Dale Mabry.
er vehicle, but were unsucThe final attempted armed Police converged in the area,
cessful when they were sur- carjacking and robbery spotted the vehicle and a purprised by th~ owner coming occurred when the victim was suit was initiated.
out of the Plaza.
At Sterling and ·North B.
working at a residence on
The third attempted armed C.olonial Drive. Police said Street, police said the sus- r
carjacking and robbery one of the male suspects pects stopped the vehicle and 0
occurred when the trio pointed a gun at the victim's ran. All .three were caught :!:! approached a man mowing chest, demanding the keys to and arrested. .
·
~
his lawn on Shell Point Road.
All
three
suspect,S
were
en
his vehicle. The victim
Police said Williams got out refused and walked away. . charged with armed robbery ~
of the stolen vehicle
and Police said the trio then got and attempted carjacking.
-t
I
approac~ed
the victim

LELAND JOHNSON
••• serving a life term in prison
for murder.

KINGSLEY AGUTA
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KENNETH ANDERSON
•.••• charged with burglaries

- ... being sought by authorities
.o .arne charges.

.,0
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Hillsborough Count.~· Sheriffs deputies arrested a man 0
August 2nd they believe was responsible for several area ~
burglaries:
·
·
Deputies said Kenneth Anderson, 24, committed burglaries a~ 3 residences from June 27th to July 30th.
Anderson was charged with armed burglary, 2 counts of
burglary of an unoccupied dwelling, 3 counts of grand theft
and 3 counts of criminal mischief.
.
An arrested warrant also has been issued for ·a s~cond suspect, identified aa Travi_s Cabrera, 19 .

rAttOrney:EI-ic T. Taylor I
• CRIMINAL DEFENSE
• AUTOI\:JOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN

NEW LOCATION
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
(813) 259-4444
Furmt•r Asst. .\tturllt''" (~cmcrall fur Fturidu
Formt•r Hlllshurma~i1 <.'cmnty l'ruSt•cutur

"You can 3, 7, 8, 131ove completely
16, 18, 23, 25, 27 without complete
30, 33, 38 understanding."
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CASH IN3 DAYS FOBYOUBHOiiSE!
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Submit Contract
The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit ar:- offer to buy your home.

Day2

Clear Title
If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to _the .title company
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·Day3

,

Closing Day.
The title company will clear the title
th~n schedule a Closing date. At the
closing you will pick up· your check!

lluV HOuses and Housesluv Me!
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SECTION

41H!ttiNOTICE
Notice of Public Hearing

A public hearing will be held by the Land Use Hearing Officer, pursuant to Hillsborough County Land Development Code, beginning at 9:00a.m., August 24, 2007, at the Board
Room, 2nd floor of the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the following requests.
·
·

. '
C_opies -of the -applications, department reports and legal descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file maintained by the Planning and Growth Management
Department and the Clerk of the Board of County Commissioners. All interested persons wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to the
. Hearing Master-at the public hearing before him/her. The decision of the Land Use Hearing Officer will be filed with the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the conclusion
of the public hearing.
·
·
·
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE LAND USE HEARING OFFICER OR THE GOVERNING BODY
REGARDING ANY MATIER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE
PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL INCLUDE THE
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be obtained by calling the Department of Planning and Growth Management at (813) 276-2058.

.

-

VARIANCE REQUESTS
The following applications will be heard beginning at 9:00a.m.:
Petition VAF< 07-1488-PR, Don T . Woertler is requesting a Variance to the fencing requirements for property located at 611 S. 63rd St. , zoned ROC-12 .
Petition VAR 07-1510-WM, Marcus Novenson is requesting a Variance to allow a request to rezone less than 2 acres to PO for property located N/S of Bassa St., 110' ± W/0
Railroad St., zoned RSC-6 (MH).
Petition VAR 07-1528-EL. Tampa Envelope Manufacturing & Paper Co. Inc. is requesting a Variance to allow a request to rezone less than 2 acres to PQ for property located at
6502 N. 54th St., zoned M.
Petition VAR 07-154f6-BR, Obstetrics & Gynecology Association, a Division of Tampa Bay Women's Care is requesting a Sign Variance for property located at 116 Parson
Park Dr., zoned PD.
. , ..
\

Petition VAR 07-1561-PR, Paul M. Lee is requesting a Variance to the setback requirements for property located at 8114 Canterbury Lake Blvd., zoned ~0.
· · Petition VAR 07-1574-SS, The Inn at Harborside is requesting a Sign Variance for property located on the SW corner of Seagrape Dr. & 32nd St. NW, zoned PD.
:1

.,.

•

•

_ P_etition YAR 0?-1576-BR, Manuel D. Gonzalez & Estelle V. Lyons are requesting a Variance tg the setback requirements for property located at 5900 Harvey St., zoned RSC-4.
Petition VAR 07-1577-TNC,
Pedro Carmona
is requesting a Variance to the setback requirements for property located at 6208 Axelrod Rd., zoned RSC-9.
.
.
Petition VAR 07-1584-SCC, Arnold & Sandra Abramson are requesting a Variance to the setback requirements for property located at 1114 Emera! Dunes Dr., zoned PD-MU .
. Petition VAR 07-1585-PR, Armando P. & lraida V . Celeiro are requesting Variances to allow an easement in the Urban Service Area and to include easement in lot area
calculation for property located at 608 S. 63rd St., zoned RSC-6.
·
' .
Petition VAR 07-1594-PR, Andrew Rexroat is requesting a Variance to fence requirements for property loeated at 7403 Tidewater Trail, zoned RSC-9.

.
.
. P.etition VAR 07-1596-RU, James Raysbrook is req,uesting a Variance to the setback requirements for property located at 3304 W. Shell Point Dr., zoned PO-MU .
. P~tition VAR 07-1597-RU, James Raysbrook is requesting .a Variance to setback requirements for property located at 3302 W . Shell Point Rd., zoned AR.
fi>gtition VAR 07-1600-BYT, K~they Kincaid is requesting a Variance to the easement requirements in Urban Service Area for property located at 16158 Boyette Rd., zoned AS-1 .
P~ition

VAR 07-1604-ER, Todd Scime is requesting a Variance to setback requirements for property located at 14810 N. U.S. Hwy. 301,zoned AS-1.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
\

The following applications will be heard beginning at 1:30 p.m.:
Petition SU 07-1534-BR (AB), filed on 6/1412007 by Amvets Post 44, Corp., represented by Richard J . ·Graven, Jr. of 318 Pauls Dr., Brandon, Fl 33511 , ph 813-918-5044, is
r~uesting an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 11-C - Beer, wine and liquor for sale and consumption on the licensed premises for club members and their guests only: Presently
zoned BMS-TC-2, located in all or parts of Section 28 Township 29 Range 20, or W/S of Pauls Dr., 500' :t S/0 Oakfield Dr. Contains 1,625.03 sq.ft. :t. . ·
Petition SU 07-1601-SCC (LE), filed on 612612007 by WCI Communities Inc., represented by The Gon~sis Group of 3910 U.S. Hwy. 301 N., #140, Tampa, Fl 33619, ph
813-620-4500, requesting a Special Use Permit for Land Excavation. Presently zoned PD-MU (73-186), located in all or parts of Section 19 ·Township 32 Range 20, or 900' W(O
U.S. Hwy 301, 600' NE of Ruth ~orris Rd. Contains 3.62 acres :t.
Petition SU 07-1602-PR (RT}, filed on 6/2612007 by Bricklemyer, Smolker & Bolves, P.A. of 500 e : Kennedy Blvd., #200, Tampa, FL33602, ph 813-223-3888, requesting a
Special Use Permit for Radio & Television Transmission .Tower. Presently zoned M & Cl, located in all or parts of Section 27 Township 29 Range 19, or E/0 50th St., 250' ± N/0
20th Ave.• Contains 7.04 acres :t.
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Maintenance Services Specialist
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Town Hall
Meeting

Hillsborougl: County
Flonda --

Join Your County Commissioners
For ATown-Hall Meeting
·In the East Area

<(

c

0::

Your Hillsborough County Commissioners will be
at Hillsborough Community College Plant City
Campus to hear from residents in the Plant City.
Valrico, Brandon; Seffner, Dover area, to answer
questions. and find out what you think are the
important issues in your community.
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Please join your friends and neighbors, your
County Commissioners and your County statT for
this informal, person-to-person meeting. If you
can't attend in person, tune in live on Hillsborough
Tel~vision (cable channe122) and even call in your
questions at 765-6702.

:J

We'll have exhibits and displays of County services, and County staff will be on hand to answer
your _que~tion~.
_
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• DATE:

Salary based on experience. Excellent health benefits
and 401 (k) plan.
Apply At:
8052 N. 561h St, Tampa, FL 33617
. Or Fax Resume To 813-914-8873
Or Mail To: P.O. Box 9451, Tampa, FL 33674
Background Screenings Drug Free Workplace .
. ..
·
Equal Opportunity. Employer ,-.

.

-

Immediate Full-time Openings For·
The Following Positions:

thursday, August 9

5:30 p.m. IExhibitsJ
6:30 p.m. CMeetingJ
• PLACE: Hillsborough Community
College- Plant City campus
1206 North Park Road
Plant City, FL

• nME:

Meeting facilities are accessible
in accordance with the Americans With
Disabilities Act. Any additional necessary
accommodations will be provided
with a 4S-hour notice.

-~=-'·"·

Residential Care Techs/Relief Supervisor: Previous
related experience, professional attitude and team approach
required. College degree preferred for supervisory position.
We offer excellent health benefits and 401 (k) plan .
Apply At:
8052 N. 56th St, Tampa, FL 33617
Or Fax Resume To 813-914-8873
.
Or Mail To: P.O. Box 9451, Tampa, FL 33674,
Background Screenings Required ·
Drug Free Workplace
Equal Opportunity Employer

For more information,
please call Steve Valdez
Communications Department

_· 272-5275

cnv: 301·71 121

z
i=
w
..J

Responsible 'for servicing maintenance requests and
conducting preventive maintenance. Varied, progressive
maintenance experience preferred.

Financial Management Analyst

Para informacion en espailol,
/lamar a/ 272-5314.

Tampa Bay Water is currently seeking an _accounting
professional to perform financial accounting and cash
..J
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
management activities. Reviews and processes various
::>
m.
financial transactions and performs complex analysis and
B~_o/ e~ efNIIMm.i oluu
reconciliation .work. Will process vendor invoices for payment
..J
W·
and ·monitoring of invoices for adherence to contract terms
·z
and Agency policies. Cash management activities include,
i=
but are not limited to, execution of cash and investment
z
w
transactions and recording of transactions. May also ,prepare
en
billings and,supporting documents ·under grant and joint
<(
c
pr<?ject agreements. Independent professional judgment is
0::
required together with the ability to understand and apply
0
Nurses
Aide
Needed
Wanted
Professional
Tattoo
accounting
principles, Agency policies and contract terms.
Seeking
Administrative
..J
u.
Tasks include computerized processing involving Munis and
Assistant Part-Time
_ Artist for New Shop
$7.50 Per Hour
other relational databases, maintenance, analysis and
HOURS
reporting from 'complex financial systems records. Must work
Call
813-298-4370
If You Are Serious
2:00p.m._- 7:00 p.m.
cooperatively
with various agency staff, grantor staff, banking
About Working
Some Accounting A Plus.
· staff and vendors. An employee in this class performs
Call813-236-4816
Loan Officers Wanted
Send Resume To: ,
detailed analysis work and data entry and may be responsible
· If You're Not Serious
No Experience OK
.Don't Call
Credit.unlon@blble-based.org
for preparation of Agency grant and financial reports.
: Graduation from an accredited college or university with a
Inside Major Mall in Tampa
Or Call813-964-9696
Part-time Family Care .
BNB$-Jn: p!Jsin~~s.:aci:P.~;~nting, fipance or related .field: f-ind at
FfT & Pir Commission Paid
After 2:oo p.m.
·Worker (FCW) &One - ·
least 'five 1 (5) years experience :in accounting',' :aebobn'ting
Potential To Make Great
systeins, trri ancia·l' reporti~g. ! bud-g:~ting 'aiA.d~fPnanci al
. , Part-Tim~ Cook Position
Money While L~arning· the_·
·
rhanagement:.m,1a£privale bu~ineiss"b'f~· sirrnlhl gov~ramel'ital
~
NEW·
:
WAG6
S~AI::C
· · Needed For A Small 24/7
t· ·~~rtgag.e ~usin~_ss!, ···
· Resideritral ProQi'ani. · $8.00
.. -~....,~ .. ·eN A'S ~ ···- .-· ... .. ~ntity, or\an1eq'l1i~atetif combiliati~n of_education, training and
L1m1ted #.Of Pos1t1on_s
exp. Supervisol)Fexp.' a plus: Masters degree ln-firlance·or
Hour"Start. 'MIN. HS
Available. Don't Delay!
~·:
.,
:
.
Starting
R~
~-:::.··~;
b.usine~.~' ._rna,v .. ~t;jb~!itute fo ri up ·to two •(2) ·y-ears·, of ·
iva·
~·l· ~· ~ ~·~r,. ~ q ~ ?
~ ~. ~ ~·fi"Jc.: _· ~ ~-::
. : ! Diploma'-lf.lf'Eciu
.:-r,
. h~nt.' No
:Self Motivated, .: . ·,
experience. Salary. will be determined 'based upon exp. and
Criminal Background, Valid
.
7
;:.
3_~:
$19~00
S11
:
oo
~:".
·'
.· Professional .
· qual. Submit-an_. employme-n~ application available at
FL Drivers License. Cook
"3-11 $11.00-$12.00
Appearance ·a Must'
www.tampab_c;~ywate.r.org. No ~lephone ealls please. Submit
Must Be Able
Cook From
· Great Benefits, 401 k
the
completed application to hr@tampabaywater.org or
· Scratch.
Call: 813-977-9897
· · · Raise-in-April · .,.
mail/fax
to Tampa Bay Water,:Attn:· Human Resources, 2575
OpCjln Friday :: Sunday
or Email: lnflnitylendEnterprise
Rd,· Clearwater, FL 33763; FAX 727·:791-2339.
ing@gmail.com
~leasant, courteo-us
Call (813) 375-3933
Applications
acc.epted until 8/17/07. we· hire :only US
Work Environment
EEO/AA/ADA Employer
citizens, lawfully authorized alien workers and individuals
LTC Experience :Required .
WhO can paSS -thO[OUgh backgroUnd Check. . .
.
:--, · · •· • · • '"
EOE; VP
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE
Apply In Person
.'
l
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ACCEPT VISA
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MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher
SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

..

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 .:-: 1-20. WORDS Arid 50¢ FOR
EACH ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20
· THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

3/1- 1016 14th Ave.
3/2 ~ 3417 Lindell Ave.
Section 8 Welcome

HOME OWNERSHIP

A Ministry of
First Baptist Church
Of Progress Village
Dr. Sam L. Maxwell
Headmaster

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

3202 E. Giddens Avenue
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WDH, Fenced Yard,
Close To Everything ·
$900.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639

Irvin (813) 965-5413

Call (813) 244~9335

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Block Home
No Pets
·$650.00/Monthly ·

4 Sale Or 4 Rent ·
4/2 - In Ground Pool Plus
Additional Pool House!!

Newly Remodeled · ·
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath •
.Utility, Carport, Fenced Yard
_ . . $9~_5 . ~0/Month ly
$900.00/Deposit .
No Section 8 Or Pets .. ,

·Call (813) 453-5.6 90 ·

· Also Available
2 , 3; & 4 Bedroom Homes
0 Down Or
Rent To ·Own With Cash

.

'

3 Bedroo.m/1 B;:~th
. Home Fot Rent·
·. : \ $97s:ooiN!o-ri:thly

Ca II (813) .630-9827.

· Call (813) 569-0842
··: Call (813) 598-3878
NICE HOUSES 4 RENT

,
· Condo
Dale Mab~ Are~

2,3,4' BEDROOM HOUSES

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

New Home 4 Sale ·
. Four Oaks Carrollwood
3 Bedrooms/2 Bath .
. Must See!- $179,900
: · _100% Financing
Owner Pays $5,000.00 ·
Of Closing Cost
Average Credit Needed

First Pe~on To Bring ·.
Owner Down Payment
Gets It!!

Wholesale Properties
To The Public
' Great "Fixer Upper'' Deals
www.rehabbersuperstore.com

· 3/1; Extra Room
· New Tile Floors ·
All Cred_it Welcome !! :
.\
. 8~ 3.630.9827

.,_'

. Kenny Rushing ~.
. 813;227 .9240 .
· . ALL CREDIT WELCOME!!
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;1ST.TIME.HOME B,UYERS
:. · !?:-~:;,;:;, · Move ·roDAY· .·
''' .
. :
.
. 813.630.9827
.,
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. Custom Homes BuiltBy
Pro-Fit Develop'!'ent, Inc:

: .. ·'1 . • :. . . .. ,:

. . ..

2408, E.·19th Ave.
Baths:· ..
1s ' Lanai•,\2°Car Garage . d
1
!; :1,109~Sq F.t:_
,.: $167;500K .jbn,; ··:.n<fWi--'i •. •o L, _. . , · , r
2410 E. 19th Ave.
.

l

I

~r. 4-·Be~rc:>oms/2

:.~ Bedroom/2 Bath, rear .~

:'

.

..

' 813-679•9527

L...------------.....1

·.

'
,'·_:,-, No B.ank QualifYing .
·=·- · )'' :. >: . --: -" . ·. . ..· . ·
:- ·· : Lpw [)own Payments
~ ' :.•_·:1 :' No.Bank,_Appr.oval r,' . ·
· '. . o.·. _;; . _()wn.Your Own ,
.i
' Home Today!!!
·

'•

0
· E I E. I
. ~- t x tr~me Realty .·
·.• ., ·•· 813-716-0~60 -~·

.
'o: ·. ,
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. _· . Payments

.

·:s-1 ~25Q.OO(Morythly
..o..' •.. }
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(813) 5~4-1954 -~ ·
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Call (813) 601.-0957-

~
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3 Bedroom/2 Bath House
1100 Sq. Ft., Completely .
Renovated, All Appliances
'f//0 Hookup, Huge ·
Backyard, Within Walking

·

-- D~tanc~OfE~m~nt~~ ~
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M._ny More To
Choose From

1

, Call Shaun

813-972-7733
Office Located In Ybor City
\

0

~- .
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'TI .
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l/1 Home
. ·
, Newly Remodeled
$2,500000/Down .
$1 ,000.00/Per Month ·

.~

c

·. ;;::
!:. "

~

rn .

sO¥."t~· ... ?-.>

411 Block Home ,._
· · • Quiet Street
..
$3,000.00/Down ~}\$1 ,~00/Pe~ M_onth ~ ·~

., ·Middle, Anci High Schools

'

: .... ~

·
·No Bank·Approval
No C_redit ~~qulr~d •
. Own Your Own
. ·Home Today!!! ,

r
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~. ~:,; .:·~ ~~nt T~ Own '
-1 Low·Down Pay,ments

-

(813) 417-1768

r
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wiNw.rehabbersuperstore.C:om

~"' ...

.. .

·

· Please Contact
. ·. :. 813.2~7 .~_24_0 ·.
. v Ken~y' Bushi~g~

No Pets, $1200/Montti
· + s,c._urity deposit

Tuesday Edition~ ...;,~_,_ Friday @ 3:oo·P.M. '·:
.. ·, · Friday Ec;:lition·· _:.., __ Tuesday@ 3:00 P~M.- ~· ·"

.

-.

:

•

·

c: -

.: -~~~~ Cortez Drive·.·"-·
· _2405 29th Avenue
t
'· 0 2108-.1 Oth Ave11ue
,
., . 3311 °E. Ellicott Stntef~·:t
. . : . ~210* E. '11'5th { -.~ ,.~'
- · 3718 N; 32nd ·
'·

2411. E. Curtis St.
~ Av_allable Now! ·
Sectlon·8,. Welcomed! -~ · .·

Home Run Reai.Estate Inc.

Pl;JBLI.C ATION DEADLINES:

.

.. -:,,_.. Rehabbed And
"· "····: ReadyTo.Rent

Rent To Own - Braoo New.-3
.... :-~,. Bedroom/2 Bath
Lots O.f Tile, Covered Lanai
Split Plan,·Near Schools
$2,000.00/Move-ln
· .' $1,200.00/Monthly ·· ··•
l:

aJ

Call.(813) _300-5667

0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. ,,
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'

.. 0°Call Shaun- . .
: 813-972-7733
.
Office· L,ocated In .Ybor City

·

__ 4/2 -Owner Wiii .Pay · ·
. Call (404) 290-3277
All Closing Cost
0 . :·..: · .. 37~6 N. 55th .Stre.et .
Also Av.a ilable . ·
0· For Rent - 2/f -. ·
· _. ··.:. House for REmt .
2 Bedroomslt Bath
Section 8 Welcome
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850. 00/Monthly
813-775-8624
+Deposit .
.
.
Call (813) 621-5410
, · Lease Option
. ~-. Or (561) 584-1288 :
. To P.urchase
3804.N. Tampa Street ·
. 1028 N. Marion A venue
· ·.'.. Tampa, FL ·
·· ··Lakeland '
•..

·:.: ·. ·.:.·

,

$6 00.00/D~po~iL .

• .

- ·Call (404).290-3277

Se~tion 8 Accepted 3
· Bedrooms/2-.5 Bath
"
· Townhouse_WID· Hook-Up.
·Storage Room
· Move In Now!

Se?tion 8 Accepted

··.·,: ..:: ·.-t-Hii~~:H~mia·
G~rage, Front Courtyard : · · .::-- ~auiet:Street- ·-:-.-: ·. 0. :· .
..... 1,650 Sq Ft - 175,000K.
. ..;;,_, : . · : . --o: .·
... ' .
'. ·
·..:~~~ . 3/1 'Hoirle . · · , · ..--___;~_.;.__.......;_ _
10 Year Structuriil Warranty
. Newly·Remodeled
First Time Home Buyers
Arid Many Upgrades, 42"
•
· ,.'·' · .. ·· · ...
· ' ;,·
- ·
Maple-C'abinets, .~tainless J
_:·. · Many Mo.r e To .· ·
. Call Ainsley Da~x ·
St~el Appliances ::'
., "·~ ·;·:. Choose Fre_m ·
Uc'Reaitor~··o. 7 :
0

• .....

.---L-ea_s_e_T_o_B_u_y~-....;

' 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
·New Kitchen With
. Microwave, Range,
Dishwastler, Refrigerator
New Bath, Roof, Carpet And
.. Tile · ·
:. .
. . .'\. .
$20,000 Below Appraisal ..
_$141,909

•

: Call Ain$1ey Daux .
: . ·_ -'Lie Realtor
..
Home Run Real Estate Inc.
·' t• (8f3) 564-1954· 1 '

jG

'"!

_: • .,_

~

Riverview ... ..:!;.: "
· ~lver _creost Community 1

Central Heat & Air

··~

. .Section 8 Ac,cepted

-

.·· .i'; . n..,:1 $'850~00iM6Athiy : _.·,.' ..

Remodeled Bungalow
· · . 1303 E Osborne

gr
I

. 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath·

....

., ._,. ·--· ... ---- .. "-. :.:. . . ..· · t c :

•· ·

2804 N. 16th Street

Also Available ··
2, 3, & 4 !3edroom Homes
Easy Fin-ancing

Calf (813) 569-0842

· 2806 ·N. 16th Street : ,

- ~ , ~ ,_

·· Call (813) 293-8431

4/2 - Pool Plus
Pool House!!

'TI

r
0
;!!

· 3 Bedroomsi1- Batt:t -;-7P · >
. ·: · . w1b Hook~IJP. cHA. -.~4(
· ···'$1,0oo.Oo/Monttili. '~,.
z
., _., · $800.00/Deposit ·
,
~

.·

.· WID Hook-Up .

1---( 8...:-1_3_) 6_3_o_-9_8_27_ __J

: . ~. .· N~rth Tampa
. .-'.: 3-1 House- $90,000 .
E;ast Tampa· ·
·· if'1/2 Acre Lot- $95,000
Teniple Terrace
. Duplex - _$_168,000
l

. ·<a Bedrooms/1 ·~ath

··

. CHA, Ceiling Fans·
· Tile Flpors
· ,· .
· SeCtion 8 Welcome

;.,

• •

Progress Village Area

(813) 270-1188

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Utility, Carport
. Corner Lot With .
Fe.nced Yard,' Quiet
Neighborhood ·: '
· -= · $135,oocf·· .. -· · .. ·; ..

Or. Lease Option
.'- .: ·With Cash ·

. Call ~enny Rushing··:.·-(813) 227-92,40 ...

MOVE TODAYil
813.630;9827

For_Sale .

2, 3, And 4 Bedroom
··
, · Homes
· For 0 Down

Good Area
Section 8 Ready

·. ALL CREDIT w;LCOME

~
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1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedro~m
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
L~W Security Deposits

:::J

<C

>=<C

c
en

Section 8 Special
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.00/Monthly

w

813-971-0341

:::J

CALL 813-600-5090

.....

4/2 - With Pool &
Pool House

W'IW'/.REALPROPERTYVVORX.COM

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
$1,300.00/Monthly
· $250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

I

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath ·
$950.00/Monthly
Section 8 Welcome

· <C

~
c
en
w

:::J

Clair Mel
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
$1,200. CO/Monthly

.....
~

w
>
w
w

::I: .

en

:::i

:::J
Q.

3-2 Townhome $1100.00

:::J

Call Ainsley Daux
(813) 546-1954
9607 North 1Oth Street

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath ·
Fe_nced Yard, Central
. Ak/Heat, W/D Hookup
$900.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Section 8 Welcome
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2107 34th Street
· 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Nice -·
Available Immediately
· $650.00/Monthly
· $650.00iDeposit
· Close. To Bus Line.
..

. ":

'

· Tampa
· 3403 North 48th Street
House For Rent

· 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Section 8 Welcome

. ...

- Clair Mel ·

3 Bedroorrll1 BathQui~t Neighborhood .
~ewly Remodeled
Large Lot
$850.00/Monthly
$850.00/Deposit
Call (813) 623-9988
· Section 8 Welcome

~

Phon• (813) 973-4441. -:· ::,iOr (8._13) 4~5-7481 · .

West Tampa Area Yz Mile .
·from Downtown and · ·,
Yz Mile From University
. Newly Renovated
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
. 1700 Square Feet
CHA, Huge Backyard
Privacy Fence
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$1,350/Monthly + Deposit
Section 8 WelcomeCall (813) 241-1903

· Also Available ·
2 Bedrooins/1 Bath

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF
OUR COMMUNITY
FOR OVER 62 YEARS

· Please Call Ruben
(813).775-8624

lncludes.Water~_: c:: - · ·~·~ {

- ..

•,

· . ' - ~ ,l

.

.

•

(813V~~~::.s6.~9 ·
. ·- _.,._) ~ .

f

West Tampa

Duplex ApartmenC
2104-B W. Beach St.

1 Bedroom
Efficiency Apartment Close
To Downtown _
$525~ CO/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Plus Utilities

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath ·
CHA,·W/W Carpet, WDH
Central Station Alarm
$650.00/Monthly
(813) 238-6353

Call (813) 309-1615

Apartment/Duplex
Available NOW
Section 8
Tampa Heights 3/1 Duplex
And 2/1 Apartment
CHA, WSG Included
W/D Hook-ups

Section 8 Special

W'IW'/.REALPROPERTYVVORX.COM

813-971-0341

Call 813-210-0287

Section 8 Perferred

DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
W/D Hook-Up

3/1, CHA, W/D Hook-up
$795.00/Month
$500/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

(813) 230-8968

Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

(813) 473-3746

2/1 - Neat & Clean ·
Off Street Parking
No Pets
$700.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit

2/1 Free Water, Sewer
. · An~ Garbage
Section 8 Wanted
Child And Pet Friendly
$625 Per Month
Two Months Free ·
For Tenanrs Part
Of Rent Obligation
Only 2 Available!!

10120 N. 11th Street

· 1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
. · Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities .
· Beautiful Landscaped · ·
Community
· Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired ··.
: Well Served By Public
. Transportation
Income Restricted
Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks· at Riverview ·
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatrlverview@verlzon.net

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Security Bars
Fans, NC
Very Clean
$625. DO/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit .
Call (813) 391-7046

Grant Park · :
· 3413-B 53rd Street

Grant Park ·
3416 North 55th Street .

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
$725.00
Deposit ""
1:
'

· 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
:Duplex ·0 ' -· '!i
, $675,00/Mc;>nthly ~· ·

' ,.:,

r

Caii813-S05-72GS ·
,· ~

Seminole Heights
• . Seniors 62+
· Now Accepting
· Applications For:

Duplex

Call (813) 205-0760

''I

Call Quick ' · ·
8·13-971-0341 . . ; .

"Must See"
1001 Grace Street

4 Bedroom/2 Bath - Home
Newly Renovated

"'t

w

.. . . .

. (813) 248-9072
- .
~

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Upstairs Apartment
Central Heat & Air
$650.00/Rent
<$350,00/ seposit ,<3rH.

2 Bedrooms/~ Bath
WIWCarpet ._
·-· $500.00/Monthly ...

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.00/Monthly

Apartment Complex In
Lovely Park Setti~g

813-949-3482

...J
LL

C)

North Tampa Home
1Year Old 4/2 ·
CHA, WDH, DW ·
Fenced, Alarm, No Pets
Seption 8 Only
Available September 1st

Call (&13) 480-1673

0

8431 N. 39th Street

Apartment
4005 N. 34th Street #B

Lofts
$505. CO/Monthly
Immediate Occupancy
CALL 813-977-3401

Apartment .

4-2 House $1050.00

Ready For Move In
· .~ackson Heights Area

w

...J
...J

Call (813) 980-1229

3-1 House $925.00

z

i=

Call 813-600-5090
W'IW'/.REALPROPERTYVVORX.COM

USF Area
Studios
$425.00/Monthly

2-2 Townhome $888.00

Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 961-4599

m

Call (813) 931·0646

Call (813) 263-5591

• Tampa
3 BedroomS/2.5 Bath
' $650.00/Monthly

c

Pool, Fitness Center
Gated Community
$950.00 Per Month

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Utility, Carport, Fenced Yard
$995.00/Monthly
$900.00/Deposit
No Section 8 Or Pets

Call 813-569-0842

2 Bedroom Duplex
$750.00/Monthly
+Deposit

APTS FOR REN

14901 Arbor Springs
Circle #108

Please Call
(813) 503-2832

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Pool, Washer/Dryer
Convenient Location
$1,200.00/Monthly
$1,000.00/Deposit

Section 8

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
UniverSity Area
Low Security Deposits

Call (813) 238-6353~

3420 E. Powhatan

Town-N-Country Condo

~
c
D2
LL
c
z

I

Call Greg (813) 850-1429

Call (813) 630-9827

Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information

m

Rooms
$150.00-$160.00 Weekly
Extra Large Room
$180.00/Weekly

Also
2, 3, & 4 Bedroom Homes
.Lease Option Available .

Newly Renovated

I

House Or Rooms
For Rent
3/1 With Den
Or4 Bedroom
CHA, Drug Free
$950.00/Monthly
$950.00/Deposit

'· '

2107 34th Street · 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Nice ·
Available lmmedia~ely
$650.00/M.onthly ·
$650.00/Depo~

Close To Bus Line
(813) 248-9072

-'

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced Yard, Central
Air/Heat, W/D .Hookup
$900.00/Monthly ·
Deposit. Negotiable
Section 8 Welcome

.

~

Caii .(81J,) 3S.~;.,s28 · ~,
; or.(813) &tr-;0482 . .,,_, _

' D_uplex- BU_sch Area .....
· '2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Refurb.ished- Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
·Great Deal
Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493

Ready For Move In
Jackson Heights Area

.

-

$500-.00/D~pQsit t Z

-

Call (813) 480-1673

10120 N.11th Street
~

2/1 - Neat & Clean
Off-Street Parking
No Pets
$700.00/Monthly
$500. CO/Deposit
Call (813) 205-0760

------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------.~
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Section 8 ONLY
Duplex - Move In Special

Room For Rent
$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

3/1 Nice Area,
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up,
CHA, Large Fenced
Backyard.

Call (813) 802-4930
- 1206 E. MLK Blvd.
Rooms -For Rent

Call (813) 789-3879

Call (813) 963-0703 _
Only A Few Left

2 Bedroqr;n/1 Bath
Fans, A!C,,Security. Bars
·wtQHoQ~~-~P ~

..

v~rVtlean·" ! ~.
'--~25.-0"07Mon-thl~l - - ··
,. --·- -- ..... - ---- .

·

Rooms

~

Nice And Clean

i

$400.00/0eposit

Available Now
Senior Citizens Preferred
- $550.00 & 600.00/Monthly
Includes Washer/Dryer
: .,_ ~.

··

Private Bath

';

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$1.50

My Simple Post Card Biz
Makes Me Money

$20.00

$10.00

24 hr Autom~ted System
800-617-5340
Recorded Info .

$25.00

$12.50

$50.00

-$25.00

c
)>
en
mz

-$50.00

z
m
r-

· Call (813) 624-8540

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile & Paint
New Appliances ·
$600.00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Ok

Fully Rert:Jodeled Rooms
For Rent
$120.00- Weekly
Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In Acouple 01 Ho~rs!
$5.00

. ,. ,

And Satellite .TV

· 5709 East 30th Street ·

......

Profit

· " .~Telephone
(local).
.
. ... . .

--$125.00/Weekly
$125. 00/Depostt

USF Area Duplex

N

0
0

Cost ·

CHA; Drug Fr'ee ' ·:- ;;

·

(813) 391-7046

ForRent ~ 

c
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(813) 319-5646

Single Male Preferred

412 W. Frances Avenue

l>

Just like Home
leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent + Security
$100.00- $150.00/Weekl~
Furnished And Unfurnished

Call (813) 273-9187
Or (813) 965-4434

0

(813) 263-6460
9607 North 1Oth Street
- : North Tampa Home
1Year Old 4/2
CHA, WDH, DW
Fenced, Alarm, No Pets
_
Section 8 Only Available September 1st

E. Jackson Heights Area
Large Furnished Room ·
For Rent
$135.oo weekly
$115.00 Deposit
AIC, Cable Access

My Inviter's ID#
9530 813-716-6464

Furnished
Kitchen Facilities ·
Single Males Preferred
Drug Free Area

Call (813) 285-8147 1
Room For Rent
2409 19th Avenue

--

Phone (813) 247-3581
Or (813) 965-5931
. 3104 E. MLK Blvd.

e

-

--

-··

.b

· Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent
Private Bathroom
Shared Kitchen And
'
Living Room
. $130.00-$175.00 Weekly
$100. 00/Deposit
Call (813) 545-9139
.Rooms For Rent ·
Nice Neighborhood
/

large Furnished Room,
Older Mature V,Voman
Pr~fer:red. ·Cable, CHA.,
Call (813) 238-7034

Earn Your Way To
$500 A Day
Working From Home!
Exclusive Dealership
Available
With ·29 Year Old ·
Company.
/

$22_5.00 Weeki~ _~
$2.0.0.00 Deposit 1
:
.
.
.
~

'·
·Phone (813) 915-9406

1'. 4

·. Call Mike
(813) 770-:2266

.

(

Efficiencies
..

large Living Room, Cable,
-Lights; And Water Included

$110.00/Rent :; i~..
· l · $11o.ooteepdsit-.
..
.l":!!o Prug_s Or '... , . .. _
. Illegal ~ctiyities Alldwed

'1

. $1000.00-$5,000.00
$12,500.00 CA$H
Hear My Story
1-800-417-6360 Ext. 6356
Go Online To:
www.extremelyfastcash.com
To View Movie
Referral ID: ED19983
Save This AD!

Call (813) 784-0508

Phone(813)247-4334

•

Unlimited Cash
Pay-Outs!

Rooms For Rent
· Males Preferred
·$500.00 Per Month
Includes Electric And Water

· Older Man Or Woman
Working Or Retired
Preferred - · ·

· Christian Person Has
Rooms F.or gent

~

$100.00

1

813-949-3482

$100.00 Per Week ·
+ De-posit, Air Condition
. Kitchen Privileges

~

m

Phone (813) 236-4816
Rooms For Rent

Room For Rent

'TI

r-

•

Rooms For Rent'

Fu:fn~hed .
. Kitchen Facilities
Single Males Preferred
Drug Free Area .
Phone (813) 247-3581
Or (813) 965-5931
2928 N. 18th Street
Room For Rent·
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120.00/0eposit
Call (813) 231-2023
~

eo•

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA

SENTINEL

ADVERT~SERS

Mail To·

$200.00

220721st Ave. • Tampa, Fl 33605
[8131 248-1921

_ FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED NEEDS .•.••
CALLLaVORA
@ (813) 248-1921
FAX YOUR ADS 24n
TO: (813) 248-9218
Or Email

ledw~rds@flsentlnel.com

~
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CARPET
C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms
ONlY - $24.95
No Hidden -CHARGES!
Call (813) 626-7303
Or (813) 325-4330

~

-f

Bad Credit- Slow Credit
' No Credit
~

Call Us for A loan
Or To Have Your Credil· ·
Repaired!
Credit Dimensions
(813) 626-0400

CRUISE
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10:00 P.M.· 8:00-A.M.

' ADVERTISE IT IN
THE FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN .
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m
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Wes-State Corporation
1450 W.7th Ave: ·
oept. 212~ , Eu.gene, OR 97402
LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
EMPLOYMENT
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT
APARTMENTS -- DUPLEXES
ROOMS FOR RENT '
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEASE OPTIONS, ETC.·

$100.00

c

late Night Working
Parents, Need A Sitter? ·
I am Here To Help
6 Months- 12 Years Old
Call (813) 319-5646 . . ·
For Detailed Information

.. MAKE YOUR
NEXT VACATION
OR FAMILY_
CELEBRATION·
A CRUISE

CALL GLORIA
FOR GREAT
RATES!!!!!

813-973-1080
www.thesunandfuncruises.com
Top Notch
Computer Service
Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service You Can Trust"
Call Tony
(813) 695-7813

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE WE
ACCEPT
VISA, MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

~
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FREE DENTAL
Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
·
Extractions ·

~

:813-980-9070

<

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service

We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

(/)

0::

LL

Landscaping, Lawn, Tree,
Sprinklers, Hauling, And
Clean Up Services
Residential & Commercial

:t;. . _:''
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"Buy Homes From
SELLERS IN
FINANCIAL TROUBLE"

:J

i:rl
z
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Irvin (813) 965-5413
POWER-ONE
-ELECTRICAL SERVICES
~

ct
~
-
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For_real_about_realestate_llc@yahoo.com

j

WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS

·181-3) 625-6699
.

· Lie #470392

LL

. WE INSTALL FENCES

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You

Residential·&. Commercial
Wood --: Vinyl - Aluminum
Chain Link
·
HAULING AVAILABLE .
~

..

. .

We Pay ..TOP" $CASHS'
~

Uctl44201

~

~

:Y

For Junk Cars, Trucks · .
· vans And Motorcycles ·
' ~ ~-. Running Or Not
•
'
I
..
" . We Pick Up Any ~ :.
· Junk Metal For FREEl
-_'<;

;t

Rnblurant Equipment
•
ForS.Ie

)

.

. · Phone (813) 695-2438
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Avoid Foreclosure ·
Behind On P.ayments?
Save Your Credit!

. Residential & c6mmercial
Clean Up, Trash Removal
Tree. Trimming & Hauling

We Can Help Call Today
(813) 728-;4182

,Call Bernard
@ (813) 334-~640

1

..

'

l

..

~
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Plea•• Call - '
Kenny Rushing • ·
813.227.9240

Need A Lawyer? .
Personal Injury Criminal
Defense Attorneys Car
Accidents, Slip And Fall
Workers Compensation
FREE 24-Hour
Referral Service
1-877-ASK-TAZZ
1-877-275-8299

;•

Since running my "3 Days
·
Cash For Your Home" ad ... Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimmir;~g
there hav·e been reports of - . . And.Removal;or Arr:j Oll'ier
other copy-cat real estate
. :Hauling .. Cheapest Rates
. investors
trying .: . · to
No Job Too Big Or_ Sme~U
· manipulate people with empty
Including Furniture Removal
offers of quick cash and fast
closings. There are few
Call (813) 285-4674
legitimate Tampa_companies
that can honor such offers.
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. · Before you lose .
any value in ybu_r home ask
Real Estate Investors
the investor .to provide
Buy Homes From Sellers
· the following:
.
. .
In Financial Trouble
1> Referen~es: Ask to talk ·
We Help With
with people who have recently
Financing Too!
sold them their home. · ·
(813) 965~5413 Irvin ....<. ·
2) Proof of Funds: Ask them to

prove they have the cash to .
clo:se quickly. .Many/irtvestoh; i 1
'-' Rehab.For Profif·-·Build ·
use a "Quick Cash - Fast
With Equity - Build A
. Closing" tactic to get you ~o .
~.., ·~ .l?psitiye Ca~h.FIQW. . .
· Rental Business . ;. .: ·· sign off i~tflhie, the·n ttiey 'fOri . ·~
around town trying to find .:
Must Have Fair Credit ·
Must Have Cash To Close ... someone to buy their contract.
Serious Inquiries Only ..
3) occupational License: Are
.

Serious Inquires Only
Call (813) 681-8581
,Cell (813) 391-3887
, Bemard's·Lawn
Care Service
& Tree Trimming

·Ieurt va>I'·rro'I

lifl J'''H 'H'M +ti

Learn How To
Create Wealth Investing
. .,.,., In Real Estate · ·

Ptione._(81-3) '385-7713

Call Ro~ney for
Free Estimate
• 813-907-9977

_.. WARNING!!!!! . .

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

Call Penny
(813) 621-0163

R. DEAN FENCING PLUS

,_

.

Call For Free Reading
Toll Free _
1-214-779-0223 .~

Phone(813)727-6728

Cash In 3 Days ·
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

We Will Buy Your
. Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans

..J

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

. Sage Properties
Group, LLC

CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501

.

· Call Marcus Smalls
·-

Problems, Worried
Or Unhappy? I Can And Will Solve All Problems Of
Life Immediately!
Reunite You Back With The ·
One You Love

Don't Be Fooled
By Others

Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 270-9874
Licensed

:~.:.

All Vour ~lep,tri~l Needs·
. Free Estimates
;·;::
Lighting
Wirin-g
Circuit Breakers
Conv~nient Service

(/)

Readings By Mrs. Green ·

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
· Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check ·

We Help With
Financing Tool

m

:::::»
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*
*
*
*
*
*

Sister Harvey
(813) 249-1199
. (813) 500-0807

LOAN

(/)

~

IdentifY Problelll$, olit8ve~
Situations And Set Goals That
Will Turn Your Life Around,
Towards God.

Call Brenda ·
(813) 238-8833 .

Real Estate Investors

"' Call (813) 285-4674

::I:

SPIRITUAL READINGS

I Will Buy Your House
Fast Cash, Any Condition

Call (404) 290-3277

VHS Tapes To DVD
$10.00 Each
·cassette Tapes To CO's
,·. ·- $5.00 Each.
Same Day Serv1ce

w

..J
..J

800 Sq. Ft. Commercial
Property For Lease
Ideal For Rest~urant ·
Or Office Space
· $1 ,500.00/Monthly

We Will Convert
Your Personal

w

SPIRITUAL: ST

1240 E. Cass Street

813.630.9827

~
c

www.rehabberssuperstore.com
(813) 227-9240

Micros Short Hair
$65
Micros Long Hair
$85
Body Plaits
$95
Corn Rows
$1 0$2-5--$45~ ·
Weaves . ·
--- $45 $6-5Call For Appointment
~·: (813) 567-1429 . - .. :

Save Money!!!
No Job Too Small
Incorporated And Insured
Lawn Maintenance
Painting, Cleaning
Pools, Pressure Washing
Tree Trim.ing

c.

z
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Phone(813)416-5388
· Or (813) 454-7765

HANDYMAN
NEEDS WORK

'>i>NA Testing Solutions·
:;1;1972 N. Florida Avenue
;''\
(813) 915-0000

(/)

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

Guaranteed Discount

(813) 227-9240

~
c

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Lots
Or Acreage.

Call (813) 965-4161

Phone (813) 245-9761

wwiN .rehabberssuperstore.com

gal or personal testing
available. Results in ju
3 ·DAYS. No Collection Fees
in:. Tampa. NO BLOOD!
Payment options availabl
http://dnatestingsolutions.com

DON'T LET TJ:iOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Painting & Odd Jobs
Lowest Rates In Town

Hauling And Clean-Up

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

1-

Home Repairs
& Odd Jobs

f"

··'

t: ~
l ~

they legitimate? Ask for a
copy of their· occupational
license.
·
At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all · deals· in 3
days. Mo.r~ importantly, we
can provide you with our
credentials. See our full page
ad in the ·Florida Sentinel to
learn more, or visit our web
site at:
www.rehabbersauperatore.com

(813) 227-9240
. Kenny. ~ushing

··

. Sage Properti~s,,~ ; ·}
. Group, LLC , ~ : 0

'

Need to ·sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 ~Y.:S! -~
wwv/sellpromptly:'ciQ(n ;.•
Call Floyd 813-727.:6728 ·
The Moment You Don·~~
Want It We Dol ·. 1
Any House
Any Situation
Any Condition
(813) 965-54131rvln
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

. ·

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
WNW.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240

~
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WARR.E,N

DAWSON
AnORNEY AT lAW
e P~rsonallnjury

e
e

Wrongful Death
Criminal Law

WHIDDEN BROWN
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MIAMI - TAMPA

•
•
•
•
•

ALL FELONIES
• DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALL MISDEMEANORS • ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DUI
• I)IVORCE
VOP's
• DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DRUG CRIMES
• MODIFICATIONS
CALLI C813, 454-4181
AVAILABLE 2417 I CONSULTAnONS AVAILABLE
3111 VI. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607

.

-....!

Criminal Defense

llond ~lotion.< ·
l'robationViolatioJL•

State and Federal

Dru~ o rrenser;

r~~:n~~~~loleniCrime

(813)

App<ab

.J.S5()

272-2200

.HI XI

Dl!l/llt:l

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa. FL 33602

Se rvi ng Hillsborough. Pasco and Hernando County
~;!!'~~? ~,.;A!1~ ~sfo ~~~~J~ ii,~:~~ ~l;a~~~~~~~:i~: .z:.ld~itd ~?~:~~f:o~ 3a:~r~~~:;;:~:~.

Fr~<

lnfonuation Conreming Qualilicalion\ & Expeti<:n<:i!Arailahlc L"pon Rt-que~r."lll< llirin• ()fAn
Allomty Is An Important Doci;ion ll1:1t Should Not Be B:..;ed Solely L"pon Advorti><mont~. Before You
D~ci di:. Ask L'~ To Send You Free Wtitkn ~1fonuati0n.

ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

P.L.

0
0

BONDSMAN

• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traftic • WaiTants • VOP
· • Personal Injury
3111 W. MLK Ste.IOOTampa, FL

(813) 774-1800
t!'!n

chuckgreene@hotmail.com ~

llte hi in£, ••! ~ ]awyn~·n

ATTORNEY

(Except For Pure Title VII Cases)

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, Fl33602

VIsit us on-line abWWW.FORDlAW.ORC. (Former l.f.S. Army JACC Attorney)
l'h~r

la •·)· ~r r i.~ 1111
d r~" MI~r. uk us lo

llirina: or a

dt"t"iocla tl lba l $hauld no I hco h • .oc,od
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ATTORNEY

State & Fed. W . C ~ Claims
* Certified by Michigan State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians .
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. / Race Discrimination · ·
ATTY RODERICK FORD
FREE CONSULTATION!

{813) 223·1200
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r. !Ill in•" ~Unl olr::i\; •II thai 'oho .-t.~ LI t~..C t>e to~\~ 31 •lei)'

:a•lnrli\tS'llrniJo. llcf•· n~. )'."41 olcd;Jole., ulc 1.1~ 1&:• vaJ
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A;froit~EYS &
Cou~sEtoRs
AT LA\\"

JoYN ER & JORDAN-HOLMES

1112 E: Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602 ..
info@jjhlaw.net

813.229.9300

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS.I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION

z
::j
z

FREDDIE WILSON
Managing Glnerij Alent

5006 E. Broadway
. ~ell (813) 300-9107
John3:16
.
fol' Ciocl so loftd lhe -'d. !hat He aav.
his only beaolten Son, that whosoever
beiiWIIh In him should not perish, but have
.wrlutinglfe,

The hinng or a lawyer is an important decision and should nul be based upon adever1isements.
Before you decide. ask us to send you rree wrinen inloJT11ation abciut our qualification and expenence.
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ATTORNEY

• Criminal law • Auto Accidents
·.Bankruptcy • Fa~iiY law
• Employment Discrimination ·

ATTORNEY
• Employment Litigation
·Racial Discrimination
• Hostile Work Environment
• Sexual Harr~ssment
• Labor Union Grievances
• Bankruptcy (Following Job Loss)

Attorney Roderick·0. Ford
223·1200 .• . w·'W'J\ir.ror:a•a

.

I

;

Courteous .
& Confidential .
,

1

24 Hour

Dependable Service

m

Iu-Style
Direct()ry

::D

Featuring: · ·
Hair Salons • Barbershops
Bea
llers &Wig Shops
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Julv 27

Motivators .- Healthy Solutio
Children
. For Healthy
.

To

We Come, You! S~hool, Parks, Or
· ·After School Care Facilities

3414 E. !th Ave., Ta~pa

~
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m
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Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092
Polk County
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853 ·
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

CHILD CARE CENTER

HAIR SALON

IRS CONSULTANT

. FORMER
IRS AGENT!!!
All/RS Matters

6:30 A.M. • 6:30 P.M. • Mon. -Fri.
Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

~
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R. E. Mcintosh, LLO
· Eurolled Ageut
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I Act As

~
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w

YlJUr Pou-;er OfAttorney
And
Will Negotiate For }(JU

~
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• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT
•DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REFlNANCING

w
>
w

• NO APPUCATION FEE
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YOLANDA Y. ANTHONY
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Fax: HI J-9H-l-HJ24 .
E-Mail:
.
macmcintosh@worldnct.att.nct
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PEST CONTROL
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PODIATRIST
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- Allied Pest Services
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MEMBER, A..PEST CONTROL ASSOC.
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"SERVING ~AMPA BAY FOR OVER 25 YEARS"
~{~Dry Wood Termite
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Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
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Wound Care

:1,;1 Ingrown Nails
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PRESENT THIS COUPON

{Jij Heel Pain

00 Bunions I Hammered Toes
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Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics

"'~ Most Insurances Accepted
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~ Commitment'To Excellence
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Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www.AccessFootCare.com
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PRiNTING SERVICES
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PRINTING
STARTING A BUSINESS? '
LET US MAKE YOU WOK GOO/) ON PAPER
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WE BUY HOUSES
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.. Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
Call On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep it Real
CashforYourHouse

CUSTOM IMPAINTEO SPORT5W£AR
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863-647-9096 !

WE COME TO "U"l
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